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Georgia Tech Alumni Association
Save Money
No Annual Fee
3.9% Introductory Annual Percentage Rate (APR) for cash
advance checks and balance transfers'
Credit line up to $ 100,000 with the Platinum Plus'" card

Save Time
Credit line increase decisions in 30 minutes or less
Platinum Plus Registry for card and document registry,
emergency cash, and more*
24-Hour Customer Satisfaction

Show

Support

or complete and return the form below. Use priority code D23G6 when calling.

Choose between the Georgia Tech Alumni Association
Platinum Plus MasterCard00 or the Preferred MasterCard or
Preferred Visa00 credit cards
For every account opened, and for every purchase made, a
contribution is made to the Georgia Tech Alumni
Association
The only credit card that supports Georgia Tech and the
Buzz Fund, which supports student programs.

Please check the
I ] Platinum Plus™ MasterCard
credit card you prefer:
JN-963-2E

^) Preferred MasterCard
ES-382-QX

Request Yours Today!

Call 1-800-523-7666
^ Preferred MasterCard
E2V293-X4

Priority Code

DZC6

Print your name as you would like it to appear on card. Please print clearly in black or blue ink.
Name

tX<

I ft? J/J J/J J

Address

Mother's
maiden name
(for security purposes)

eurity

City

State

I lome phone

(.

)

ZIP

Business phone I

Employer
(If self-employed, please state the nature of your business.)

Are you: I I Homeowner

Monthly
housing payment $

)

JJ

Please send an additional card at no extra cost lor:

• Renter
• Other
Years at residence:

JJ-JJJJ
Position**
ttlf student, please specify the name of your
school and year of graduation.

Years
there

Other
income*

$

JJJ

+$

Total household
income
$

Relationship:
Date

Your
annual salary

Source of other income*

MY SIGNATURE MEANS THAI I AGREETOTHE (lONDII IONS APPEARING ON I'lllS FORM ANDTO BE BOtiND BY l,A( II OFTHETERMS OF
THE CREDIT CARD AGREEMENT, lNt:i.UI)ING ARBITRATION.

tAlimony, child support, or separate maintenance income need not be revealed
if you do not wish it considered as a basis for repayment.

Please return form to: MBNA Platinum Plus New Account Acceptance Center, P.O. Box 981054, El Paso, TX 79998-993'
Annual fee

None.

T Annual Percentage Rate (APR) Platinum Plus or Preferred account: 14.99% APR
for purchases.
Grace period for repayment of
balance for purchases

At least 25 days, if each month, we receive payment in full
of your New Balance Total by the Payment Due Date.

Method of computing the
balance for purchases

Average Daily Balance (including new transactions).

Transaction fee for Bank and ATM cash advances: 3% of
Transaction fees for cash
each cash advance (minimum $5). Transaction fee for
advances and fees for paying
late or exceeding the credit limit credit card cash advance checks and balance transfers: 3%
of each cash advance (minimum $5, maximum $30).
Late-payment fee: $29. Over-the-credit-limit fee: $29.
Transaction fee for purchases

Transaction fee for the purchase of wire transfers, money
orders, bets, lottery tickets, and casino gaming chips: 3%
of each such purchase (minimum $5).

The information in this application is accurate as of 9/00. The information may have changed
after that date. For more current information, please call MBNA at 1-800-523-7666. TTY users,
please call 1-800-833-6262.
* Certain restrictions apply to this benefit and others described in the materials sent soon after
your account is opened. Preferred Card Customer benefits differ: there are additional costs for
Registry benefits.
MBNA America Bank, N.A., is the exclusive issuer and administrator of the Platinum Plus credit
card program. MBNA America, MBNA, and Platinum Plus are service marks of MBNA America
Bank, N.A. MasterCard and Visa are federally registered service marks of MasterCard
International Inc. and Visa U.S.A. Inc., respectively; each is used pursuant to license.
©2000 MBNA America Bank, N.A.
AAYH 9/00

t-MORE APR INFORMATION The current promotional Annual Percentage Rate (APR) offer for cash advance check and
balance transfer transactions made with either account is 3.9% through your first four
statement closing dates, commencing the month after your account is opened. When your
minimum monthly payment is late (that is, not received by its Payment Due Date), or when
the promotional offer expires, the APR that will be applied to all new and outstanding cash
advance balances (consisting of cash advance check and balance transfer transactions) will
be 14.99% for both the Platinum Plus and Preferred accounts. Should your payment be
late, the non-promotional APR will be applied to all new and outstanding cash advance
check and balance transfer balances as of the first day of the billing cycle in which the
payment was late (or never received). MBNA will allocate your payments to balances
(including new transactions) with lower APRs before balances with higher APRs.
-CONDITIONSI have read this application and everything I have stated in it is true. I authorize MBNA
America Bank, N.A. (MBNA) to check my credit, employment history, or any other
information and to report to others such information and credit experience with me.
I understand that the acceptance or use of any card issued will be subject to the terms of
this application and the Credit Card Agreement that will be sent with the card, and I agree
to be responsible for all charges incurred according to such terms. I am at least 18 years
of age. I consent to and authorize MBNA, any of its affiliates, or its marketing associates
to monitor and/or record any of my telephone conversations with their representatives
or the representatives of any of those companies. I understand that if this credit card
application is approved for an account with a credit line of less than $5,000.1 will
receive a Preferred account. I accept that MBNA may, at its discretion, periodically
consider any account for an automatic upgrade. Information about me or my account
may be shared among MBNA and its related companies for marketing or administrative
purposes. I may prohibit such sharing of information, other than information pertaining
solely to transactions or experiences between me and MBNA (or an MBNA related
company), by writing to MBNA at PO Box 15342, Wilmington, DE 19850 and including
my name, address, home phone number, and the applicable MBNA account number(s).
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Waffles and More...
Any Time
A Southern icon whets an appetite for
whipping up an American phenomenon
By John Dunn

Politics & Technology
Technology impacts politics from the
voting booths to the dot.coms.

Swinging Ring
Craig Bennett is a master at restoring
historic towers for change-ringing bells.

By Karen Hill

By Maria M. Lameiras

Peak Performance
Atlanta rises as the Southeast's "Silicon
Mountain." And in the background —
maybe even the foreground — IS the
critical role Georgia Tech has had in
creating the volcanic incubator in which
high-tech's rumbling fits-and-starts can
climb into mountainous successes.

..t v

By Gary Goettling
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15 The Campaign for Georgia Tech
$600 Million Campaign: "This Has To Be Won"
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Unlucky Strike

Cover: Joe Rogers, chairman of Waffle House (right), and Bert
Thornton, executive vice president, have cooked up the restaurant
chain's recipe for success. See page 18. —Illustration by Bob Braun
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^/rTran

IN 1 9 6 9 GEORGE P. B U R D E L L TOOK
A CLASS LOAD OF OVER 3 , 0 0 0

HOURS

HE D I D IT A G A I N IN 1 9 7 5 AND 1 9 8 6 .
(SURELY HE DESERVES TO STRETCH OUT IN BUSINESS CLASS.)

Extra-wide, two-by-two seats. Eight inches more legroom than you'll find in standard coach
cabins. Our Business Class offers a guy like George,
and any other hardworking alum, all the well-deserved
room they can wish for. The best part? It's available
for a mere $25 per segment more than our already
affordable full coach fares. Just call your travel
agent or AirTran Airways at 1-800-AIR-TRAN.
In Atlanta call 770-994-8258. Visit us
on the Web at airtran.com.

Amex Symbol: AAI

YOUR A I R L I N E HAS A R R I V E D .

Business Class upgrades are available for sale for $25 over the full one-way coach fare for nonstop flights and $50 over the full
one-way coach fare for connecting flights, and are not available for discounted fares. ©AirTran Airways 2000
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Celebrating Traditions
Tech's First PhD?
The summer edition
of the GEORGIA TECH ALUMNI

MAGAZINE, under the 50-

years-ago heading in the
"Almanac," states that William Lloyd Carter received the
first PhD awarded by Tech.
My memory may be a bit
foggy after 51 years out of college, but I recall that a man
named John Blomeke received
his PhD in chemical engineering, and I thought he was first.
Would you be able to research
this and determine what the
facts are?
NewtM. Hallman, ChE49
Mt. Prospect, III.
According to the Registrar's
office, William "Lloyd" Carter,
ChE 44, PhD ChE 50, received
the first doctoral degree
awarded by Georgia Tech, in
June 1950. He is retired from
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
and lives in Clinton, Tenn. John
Blomeke received Tech's second doctoral degree, in chemical engineering. Although he
completed work on his PhD
degree in December 1950, he
wasn't awarded his doctorate
until June 1951. He is also re-

tired from Oak Ridge
National Laboratory
and lives in Knoxi ville, Tenn. He is
f an expert on
toxic waste disposal and continued to do
consulting work until 1998.
Lloyd Carter and John Blomeke
are good friends and join a
group of other retirees for a
monthly "board of directors"
meeting at a Red Lobster restaurant in Knoxville.
Beaming t h e Light
Please send me a copy of
your Fall 1999 issue. I have
heard that it has an excellent
multi-page article on the move
of the Cape Hatteras lighthouse.
What is the cost of your magazine?
Harold J. Clark
San Diego, Calif.
Naturally, we think our publication is priceless. But the Postal
Service says we must have a
subscription price to receive our
periodical mailing rate. So for a
mere $10 a year, you can receive our publication at your
home and be counted a friend
of Georgia Tech. For 10 bucks,
Continued on page 6

Changing T i m e s
Upon receipt of the Alumni Directory 2000, I immediately got out the
'54 Blueprint to match faces to remembered names in the directory.
During this process I came across
two very telling pictures in the yearbook: on page 39 is a photo of students learning how to operate a
modern calculator, and on page 40,
the renowned J.C. Brooks is teaching a math class how to use a slide
rule. Still fond memories.
John C. Webster, IM 54
Port Angeles, Wash.

R

emember what it was
like to be on campus
during Homecoming? The
cool fall air, the undercurrent of excitement? Students building Wrecks
and decorating the
houses. It is a time for reunions and traditions.
Traditions are part and parcel of the
Alumni Association's role in the life of Georgia Tech. And we Ramblin' Wrecks have a
wealth of great traditions handed down over
the generations: the 1930 Model A Ford, the
stories of George P. Burdell. Traditions are
symbols of continuity and stability, and that's
why we celebrate them.
But some traditions are relatively new.
Buzz, recent winner of Top Mascot Award by
the National Cheerleaders Association, didn't
first appear at a Tech football game until
1979. Of course, many of our students were
not born at the time and that makes it an ancient tradition by their standards — but the
rest of you know what I mean.
Some uniquely Georgia Tech traditions
will be celebrated during Homecoming
Weekend, Oct. 13 and 14; the Ramblin' Wreck
parade is one: Mechanical monstrosities created by inspired Tech students make the
Wreck parade exclusively Tech.
With this 2000 Homecoming, the Alumni
Association is starting something new. It's
called Buzz Bash and it's a party to celebrate
Tech's heritage. We'll congregate under the
West Stands of Bobby Dodd Stadium at historic Grant Field on Friday night before the
big match against Wake Forest. All alumni,
families and friends are invited.
It's casual and it's going to be a splendid
party. We'll have great food, great music, the
Yellow Jacket Marching Band, Buzz and a
whole lot more. We'll cap the evening off
with an exciting fireworks show. It's going to
be a fantastic time. You'll want to be a part of
this new tradition.

Joseph P. Irwin
Executive Director
Georgia Tech Alumni Association
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Statement of Ownership
Management and Circulation
(Required by 39 U.S.C. 3685)

we can't think of a better gift
for friends, relatives or Bulldogs.
Enlightening Request
Please send me a copy of
the Fall 1999 GEORGIA TECH
ALUMNI MAGAZINE. It was mentioned in the

Shore Village Museum newsletter,
Lillie M. Allen
Richmond, Texas
We were wondering why we have received so many requests for this issue
from non-alumni around the country
Your copy is in the mail.
A Streak of Astronauts
The Georgia Tech contingent in
NASA's Astronaut Corps continues to
expand. Air Force Major Eric Boe, MS
EE 97, and Army Major Timothy L.
Kopra, MS AE 95, were selected July 26
in the 18th astronaut class. Boe was selected as a pilot and Kopra as a mission
specialist. This marks the seventh selection in a row, dating back to 1987, in
which at least one Georgia Tech alumnus has been selected in the astronaut
program. I hope to be fortunate enough
to be in the next selection in 2002 and
extend the streak.
The list of Georgia Tech astronauts
includes: John Young, AE 52, selected
in 1962 in the second class; Richard
Truly, AE 59, in 1969, seventh class;
John H. Caspar, CIs 64, and Blaine
Hammond, MS ESM 74, both selected in
1984, 10th class; Jan Davis, Biol 75,
selected in 1987, 12th class; Rich
Clifford MS AE 83, and William McArthur,
MS AE 83, both in 1990, 13th class;

We Want to Hear From You
Your Alumni magazine welcomes
letters. Address all correspondence to Georgia Tech Alumni %:"
Publications, 190 North Ave., NW,
Atlanta, GA 30313, Fax (404) 8945113. E-mail: editor@alumni.gatech
edu (please include full name,
city and telephone number).
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Scott "Doc" Horowitz, MS
AE 79, in 1992, 14th class;
Susan Still Kilrain, MS AE
85, in 1995, 15th class;
Sandra Magnus, PhD MSE,
n 1996, 16th class; Alan
Poindexter, AE 86, in 1998,
17th class; Army Maj. Douglas H.
Wheelock, MSAE92, in 1998, 17th
class; and Boe and Kopra in 2000, the
18th class. Also, Michael J. Massimino
was an assistant professor in the
School of Industrial and Systems Engineering when he was selected for the
program in 1996 in the 16th class,
Jud Ready, MSE 94, MS
MetE 97, PhD
Greensboro, N.C.
Ready earned his PhD on Aug. 4, 2000,
and is a reliability engineer at General
Dynamics Advanced Technology Systems in Greensboro.

No Plebeian Design
Although many years late, I believe
the Tech expansion is a wonderful development ("Breakout," GEORGIA TECH
ALUMNI MAGAZINE, Summer 2000).

The design as illustrated in your
magazine is certainly very nondescript.
With all of the beautiful buildings
throughout Atlanta, Buckhead and
around the perimeter, I hope Tech does
not settle for such a plebeian design.
Please get an architect who has
imagination and flair that can design
this expansion with Space Age attributes.
Irvin Gassenheimer Jr., EE 38
Montgomery, Ala.
Although the architectural
firm for the
Fifth Street
Project has
not been
announced, we
share both your
concern that the
job reflect Georgia Tech's best,
and your confidence that it will.

Georgia Tech Alumni Magazine
Publication No. 1061-9747
Frequency: Quarterly
No. of issues published annually: 4
Annual subscription price: $10
Publisher—Joseph P. Irwin, 190 North Ave.,
Atlanta, GA 30313
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Owner—Georgia Tech Alumni Association,
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Where are
Do you have a checking account, CDs,
a home equity loan, and credit cards all at
different banks? Is your financial life in pieces?

ther save you money?
We are here. To suggest that you could save
hundreds of dollars a year. To offer you the
Wachovia Crown Account.® It's a valuable
package of financial services that combines
checking and a whole lot more. It rewards you
for organizing your financial life and includes
free checks, check cards with no monthly fee,
reduced rates on loans, credit cards with no
annual fees, and a number of other features.
The Crown Account helps you make the most
of what you've got and manage fees. So stop
by to open an account or just give us a call.

here.
WACHOVIA
1 BOO W A C H O V I A

Le

WWW.WACHOVIA.COM

I T

T O

Wachovia Bank is a member FDIC. Certain conditions apply. Accounts subject to approval. Credit cards issued by Wachovia Bank Card services, DE. ©Wachovia Corporation, 1999

Living Legacy
Tech dedicates Erskine love facility,
$27 million manufacturing building

T

he J. Erskine Love Jr. Manufacturing Building — new home
for Georgia Tech's School of
Materials Science and Engineering —
was dedicated Aug. 28 in a ceremony
that celebrated the accomplishments
of one of Tech's most distinguished
alumni.
The 135,000-square-foot, $27 million laboratory facility is one of the
premier engineering research facilities in the country.
Georgia Lt. Gov. Mark Taylor was
speaker at the dedication.
"Today heralds the beginning of a
living legacy that honors the life of
Erskine Love," Tech President Wayne
Clough said.
The late Erskine Love, IM 49,
founder of Printpack, was chairman
of Georgia Tech's Centennial Campaign. At the time of his death in
1987, the campaign had generated
more than $200 million — double the
original goal. In tribute, friends and
family established the J. Erskine Love
Jr. Institute Chair in Engineering.
Gay McLawhorn Love, widow of
Erskine Love, observed that her husPresident Wayne Clough with Gay
McLawhorn Love at the dedication.

North Avenue

band had spent his career devoted to
making things, so it was appropriate
that a building devoted to manufacturing carry his name.
"As a man who valued quality
education," Love said, "I am sure that
he would have contributed generously to this addition to this campus.
But I'm also sure that he would have
stopped short of having his name on
it. This was our choice, not his. It is
appropriate that future generations of
students recognize and appreciate the
contributions of their predecessors."
Erskine Love was named the
ANAK Outstanding Young Alumnus
in 1966 and received the Alumni Distinguished Service Award in 1976, the
Association's highest award. As a
trustee of the Georgia Tech Alumni
Association, he directed the 1967-68
Roll Call drive and was a founding

member of the Thousand Club. He
was a member of the Georgia Tech
Foundation and served as its president from 1981-83.
The Love Building is located on
Ferst Drive, the third structure in a
manufacturing complex being developed on the northwest campus. The
other buildings are the Manufacturing Research Center, which houses
faculty and staff from various colleges and centers, and the Manufacturing Related Disciplines Complex,
which houses the George W. Woodruff School of Mechanical Engineering and the School of Textile and Fiber Engineering.
The purpose of the manufacturing
complex is to create an interdisciplinary academic environment that is
conducive to the development of
modern manufacturing technology.

U.S. News: Tech Climbs
Institute scores its highest rankings in survey
eorgia Tech received its highest undergraduate
.rankings ever in the September issue of U.S.
Axneti \ 1
News & World Report. Tech climbed five slots among
f t
TtBG&i
all national universities, advancing from 40th to 35th.
^OljAO'pC
Among public universities, Georgia Tech moved from
F
10th to 8th. Both are record marks for the Institute.
"It's gratifying to see our ranking continue to
rise, because it affects our ability to recruit the best
students," says Tech President Wayne Clough. "I'm
particularly pleased that we are seen as a member of what
might be termed the nation's great publics — along with U.C. Berkeley, Michigan, Virginia and UCLA. Still, we need to keep all of this in context since our
progress is really measured by our peers and the U.S. News criteria are an
imperfect substitute for this,"
U.S. News periodically ranks individual undergraduate programs as
well. This year, it ranked programs in engineering {181 total PhD programs)
and management (338 total programs). Tech placed 13 programs in engineering and business among the top 15 in their respective areas. Almost across
the board, the individual programs moved up as well.
"Overall, the trend lines are decidedly positive," Clough says.
For further information on the rankings, click on the U.S. News link on the Georgia Tech
home page http://www.gatech.edu.

75 Years Ago
Navy commander John F. Towers,
CIs 05 and a 1906 graduate of
Annapolis, commanded the
world's first transoceanic flight —
an air fleet of three NC-4 planes.
The trio encountered dense fog
over the Azores, and although
one plane crashed on landing,
the pilot escaped injury. Towers
was missing for three days "before he taxied in under his own
power, half-starved and his plane
out of commission." The third
member of the fleet found a hole
in the fog, landed safely in the
Azores and successfully completed the first trans-Atlantic flight
to London.

50 Years Ago
Construction began on the architecture building at Fourth and
Cherry streets, designed by
members of the architecture staff
headed by Harold K. BushBrown. The new building would
cost nearly a million dollars, "provide well-lighted drafting rooms
with northern exposure" and
bring all the departmental activities together under one roof,
Bush-Brown said. In 1950, the
architecture school occupied the
top floors of two buildings with
design groups scattered across
campus. The new building would
also provide the school with an
exhibition gallery for the first time.

25 Years Ago
Ground was broken Oct. 7, 1975,
for construction of the $5.4 million
Student Athletic Complex named
for the late Fuller E. Callaway III, a
Georgia Tech alumnus ... Ralph
Nader, who had established himself as America's most famous
and most controversial consumer
crusader, was the keynote
speaker at Georgia Tech's Homecoming on Oct. 31.
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The Game That Wasn't

S

evere lightning strikes around Blacksburg, Va., resulted
in cancellation of the Black Coaches Association football game between Georgia Tech and Virginia Tech on Aug.
27 — a first in Georgia Tech's 109-year football history.
The only other time Tech came close to having a
game canceled happened in 1980 against the University of
Florida. In the second quarter, the teams were sent to their
locker rooms for more than 20 minutes as a violent electrical storm passed over Grant Field,
Georgia Tech declined to reschedule the BCA game,
since the only mutually agreeable time was Dec. 1, only a
few days after the Georgia game.
"We brought these kids in a week early to practice
for this game," athletics director Dave Braine says. "To
ask them to practice for an additional week after the
Georgia game is not fair."

Honorary Alumnus

TEAM Buzz

William Sangster, former engineering dean, dies at 74

Tech community set to give
Atlanta a helping hand

D

r. William M.
Sangster, who
directed the College of
Engineering to national
prominence during his
tenure as dean, died
Aug. 22 at age 74.
Dr. Sangster came to
Georgia Tech in 1967 as
director of the School of
Civil Engineering, and
was named dean of the
College of Engineering in
1974. He ardently recruited both women and
African-American students into Tech's engineering programs, and
during his tenure, Georgia Tech began awarding
more engineering degrees to black students
than any other college in
the nation.
Dr. Sangster retired as
dean on June 30,1991,
and was named director

10

of Tech's international
Conference.
programs. In that role, Dr.
He was a past
Sangster coordinated
chairman of the comTech's international promittee of the Accredigrams at several Eurotation Board for Engipean institutes and dineering and Technolrected the Institute's inogy, which oversaw
ternational cooperative
the accreditation of all
education program.
engineering curricula
in the United States.
Dr. Sangster was also
Dr. Sangster and
active in the athletic afhis
wife, the former
fairs of Georgia Tech. He
Janice
Gosdin, were
served as Tech's faculty
named
honorrepresentative to the
ary
alumni
National Collegiate
of Georgia
Athletic Associa"**%
%i
Tech in
tion for more
$
1983.
than 20 years
and twice served
as president of
the Atlantic
Coast
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eorgia Tech students, faculty,
staff and alumni will roll up their
sleeves and tackle 50 community
service projects for the fourth annual
TEAM (Tech Enhancing Atlanta Metropolitan) Buzz Community Service
Day on Saturday, Nov. 11.
Billie Pendleton-Parker, coordinator of the project, expects about
2,200 volunteers. Most of the projects involve beautification work at
schools, nursing homes and community centers, but some volunteers will
tutor children or visit shut-ins.
Pendleton-Parker also wants
alumni clubs around the country to
participate in satellite projects in
their cities. Last year, Houston club
members worked to help clean their
downtown area.
"Every year," says Tech graduate
student and 1999 TEAM Buzz chair
Trey Childress, "we hope to get more
faculty, staff and alumni involved in
community service and let them
see it's not a chore."

Gary Meek

Kudzu Killer
President's Scholar
Jeremy Farris has
noxious vine's number

J

eremy Farris of Warner
Robins, Ga., comes to
Georgia Tech with
impressive credentials, even for
a President's Scholar.
In a senior science-fair project
at Houston County High School,
Farris confronted kudzu — the
South's most aggressively invasive, noxious and confounding
plant — and killed it. Convincingly.
Farris discovered a new
strain of colletotrichum gloeosporioidcs, a natural infection found
in kudzu. He isolated the strain
of fungus and strengthened it.
When he did, the plant shriveled
and died. And Farris found himself in the national media spotlight, being interviewed on
National Public Radio.
Farris is one of 76 President's
Scholars starting at Tech this fall,
many of whom will combine
academic studies with undergraduate research projects.
While two President's Scholars scored perfect 1600s on their
Student Achievement Tests —
Tech's freshman class of 2,181
students includes 12 students
with perfect scores — all have
impressive academic achievements and leadership qualities,
says Randy McDow, coordinator
of the President's Scholars program. And this year, for the first
time, 50 percent of the group are
women.
The group includes five students who will compete in varsity athletics and three with
black belts in martial arts.
Farris, however, is the scholar
who KO'd kudzu.
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FutureTruck 2000
Team of Georgia Tech students compete to create the SUV of tomorrow
By Maria M. Lameiras

I

n the shimmering heat
of the General Motors
proving ground in Mesa,
Ariz., a hybrid electric-andgasoline-powered Chevy
Suburban designed by a
team of students from Georgia Tech outperformed the
automotive giant's original
design when it came to putting the pedal to the metal.
The 12-person Tech team
was one of 15 from around
the country participating in
the first phase of
FutureTruck 2000, an advanced automotive engineering project — sponsored by General Motors,
the U.S. Department of Energy and Yahoo! Inc. — to
turn the sports utility vehicle of the future into a
gas-sipper rather than a gasguzzler and to cut emissions.
Although it didn't capture an overall prize this
past June, Tech's team won
honors for "Best Trailer
Towing Performance" and
"Best Acceleration," turning
in a slightly better acceleration time than GM's original
design, gas-powered Suburban —16.3 seconds versus
17.5 in the quarter-mile.
When the FutureTruck
competition was kicked off
in late 1999, each team was
given a Chevy Suburban,
$10,000 in seed money and
the charge to redesign the
vehicle with the goal of reducing the fuel consumption and the vehicle's green-

12

house emissions without
compromising safety, performance or marketability.
When the vehicle arrived
in December 1999, instead
of June as promised, it
turned out to be a Suburban
rather than an anticipated
Chevy Blazer. "It's a much
larger vehicle, much bigger

and heavier, and we had to
redo all of the calculations
of what we were going to
do originally," says Jerome
Meisel, a faculty adviser for
the group and an associate
professor in the College of
Electrical and Computer
Engineering.

Tech's team incorporated
an electric motor into the
existing design of the truck
to assist the gasoline-powered engine during acceleration and to serve as a generator when the gas engine
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takes over during cruising,
says Jerry Reeves, student
spokesman for the team.
Team members Gil
Edwards and Phillip
McRae, both senior mechanical engineering majors, designed the drive that
connected the electric motor
to the gasoline-powered

Professor Jerome Meisel, student team member Richard
Guyton, researcher Boyd Pettitt and student team member
Chris McKinley (l-r) examine the engine of the Chevy Suburban
the team modified for FutureTruck 2000.

drive train. To make room
for the electrical generator
and the 800-pound battery
box needed for the electrical
components, the team replaced the stock 33-gallon
gasoline tank with a more
compact 21-gallon fuel tank.
At the competition, the
team encountered a lastminute fuel leak, but went
on to win the acceleration
and towing categories, before a malfunction caused
the electric motor controller
to blow out, Meisel says.
Using their experiences
with their own truck and
having the perspective of
how the competition works
from a judging standpoint,
the team is ready to redesign the vehicle for the second phase of the competition in the summer of 2001.
Reeves says the team will
focus on correcting the
flaws in their first design
and on size-and-weight reduction of all the added
components.

"It works terrific under
peak acceleration, but not
under normal driving conditions," Meisel says. "Fuel
economy is another thing
we are going to work on."
The team will also seek
sponsors willing to fund
this phase of the project and
new student team members
from a variety of disciplines.
The core team is comprised
mainly of undergraduate
students in mechanical and
electrical engineering.
Reeves sees the project as a
fantastic, hands-on life experience for team members.
"This gives the senior
design project a whole new
dimension," Reeves says.
"You're not just with other
electrical engineering or
industrial engineering students, you're working with
other disciplines on a real
project with real pitfalls and
real rewards. This is the real
deal and it gives us the opportunity to see it firsthand." GT
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This has to be won"

Georgia Tech makes final thrust in $600 million campaign to define its destiny
By Maria M. Lameiras

G

eorgia Tech is in the
final stretch of what
has been a five-anda-half year odyssey to define its destiny, and campaign leaders say the last
months are critical in
achieving its historic $600
million goal.
"If 1 likened it to a track
event, we would be in the
final sprint for the finish
line," says Barrett Carson,
vice president for development at Georgia Tech. "It is
a time of enormous excitement. Basically, all leaves
are canceled and it's all
hands on deck. This is the
most fun we'll ever have
and the most intense period of fund raising we'll
ever see."
The goal is achievable,
Carson says, but not every
goal will meet success.
"I can see the light at
the end of the tunnel for
the very first time, which
is a comforting feeling, yet
we don't want to simply
achieve success at the institutional level. We want to
achieve as many successes
— school by school and
program by program — as
possible. No campaign can
expect to hit every single
target it sets for itself, but
it is our hope, and we are
working feverishly, to have
as many successes as we
possibly can."

friends will continue to
participate.
"This is a parade you
can join, and it's not too
late," Carson says. "It is
much more rewarding to
have played in the game
than to have observed
from the sidelines. All
gifts, regardless of their
magnitude, have been
sought and are important.
We anticipate success, but
we are not already there.
First and foremost, we
have to get over the $600
million goal. No one remembers how many
points you score on a
team. They remember if
the game was won or lost.
This has to be won, we
can't just put up a good
fight."

Carson is confident the
campaign will reach its
goal, and alumni and

Campaign chairman
Pete Silas, CE 53, says
alumni who have been

hesitant to give should not
be daunted by the looming
deadline.
"Pledges made prior to
the end of this year will
still be counted toward this
campaign, but can be paid
over the course of five
years," Silas says. "I'm not
sure if alumni understand
they don't have to pay up
prior to the end of the campaign. We certainly have a
lot of outstanding people
who are still thinking
about contributing and this
is the time to bring that to
a head. This is the time to
ratify those commitments."
Georgia Tech President
Wayne Clough says the
campaign's "journey toward excellence" will live
far beyond the Dec. 31
deadline.
"The investments we
are making, and will make,

from the resources generated by the campaign are
already allowing Georgia
Tech to achieve results that
were only remotely possible a decade ago," says
Clough. "The results can
be seen in the quality of
the educational environment we are providing our
students, the remarkable
new faculty we have
added, and the important
new building projects we
are undertaking, or that
are already in place. We
like to say that Georgia
Tech will define the future
of the technological university; the proceeds of the
campaign are fueling our
ability to do just this.
"We learned much by
listening to our alumni
and friends and they generously responded to our
statement of the needs of
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"I am overwhelmed
the Institute. Personally, I
am overwhelmed by support we have received and
am very grateful to those
who came forward. It only
remains to ensure we go
over our goal, and I am
certain Tech alums and our
friends will see to this last
step," Clough says.
Projects that are being
or will be developed
through gifts to the Campaign for Georgia Tech
include the Student Athletic Complex II, the Bioengineering and Biosciences Building, the
Environmental Science
and Technology Building,
the Advanced Computing
Technology Building, as
well as Tech's Fifth Street
Project, the Information

by support we have
received and am very
grateful to those who
came forward. It only
remains to ensure we
go over our goal."
Technology complex and
the Undergraduate Learning Center.
"We are tangibly beginning to realize we have
successfully challenged the
traditional belief that you
can't raise funds for facilities at a public university,"
Carson says. "Every building on campus has a private funds component woven into it, whether it is
totally privately funded or
partially state-supported.
We have seen in the cam-

paign a fundamental
change in institutional
policy. We are making tangible progress, but our
needs far exceed our
goals."
In the post-campaign
fund-raising years, Carson
expects annual gift income
to "flatten" to $75 million
to $80 million per year versus $100 million in the
1999-2000 fiscal year, but
still a significantly greater
amount than pre-campaign annual revenues of
around $40 million.
"The Institute is committed to maintaining a
vigorous fund-raising program into the post-campaign era. We will eliminate campaign-specific
functions, such as publica-

tions, Roll Outs, kickoffs
and celebrations, but we
will sustain the distributed
model supporting the colleges and schools," Carson
says. "We will enhance
staffing in the College of
Management and in stewardship and we will explore areas for potential
growth."
Projects that will hinge
on post-campaign fund
raising include the
Molecular and Materials
Science and Engineering
Building, the final phase of
the Biomedical Engineering complex, the construction of the new baseball
stadium and improvements to the football stadium and the restoration
of Tech's historic core. GT
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A Southern icon whets an appetite to cook up an American phenomenon,
By John Dunn
Photography by Gary Meek
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n the nearly 30 years Bert Thornton has been in the
Waffle House business, he can count on two hands
the number of new items added to the menu. He
quickly lists nine. Thornton counts his own chili
recipe — Bert's Chili — as a menu addition, and Chris'
Cheesesteak and Walt's soup and Alice's tea.
Then there's a chicken sandwich, a breakfast steak,
country ham and Texas toast. And finally, dropped from
1.8
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the menu was the pineapple and cheese salad.
Nine would be stretching it — the namesake chili,
cheesesteak, soup and tea all replaced items already on
the menu — except Thornton concedes he's missed a few
others, including a "fiesta omelet" that was added this
year.
"It's basically the same menu I was serving back in
1971," says Thornton, IM 68, executive vice president of

operations at Waffle House. "In the fast-food business
there is a real emphasis on new this and new that for a
limited time only.
"We don't chase those sorts of things."
What makes Waffle House distinct is something
more than fulfilling its pledge to serve "good food fast"
with friendly service.
And it is something more than being open 24 hours

a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year.
"Occasionally a company comes along and redefines service," Thornton says. "Wal-Mart did that. Home
Depot has done it in their segment of the industry. Our
customers tell us this is a different culture of service than
anywhere else in America — anywhere else in the world.
The Waffle House experience is just that.
"It's an experience; it's not just a meal."
Fall 2000 • GEORGIA TECH
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The Waffle House "family" transc

D

efining that experience is more difficult, but Chris
Jacobsen, vice president of marketing and communications, has a stack of newspaper clippings
several inches thick filled with articles ranging
from Waffle House weddings to visits by celebrities that
authenticate the wonder of the experience and the devoted
loyalty of the Waffle House customer.
"Something about the Waffle House invites intimacy,"
acknowledges an article in the Atlanta journal-Constitution.
"Maybe it's the shoe-box smallness of the buildings. Or the
fact that so many customers are regulars who know their
waitresses by name. Or the retro way orders are filled, not
by computer screen, but by shouting, the food then cooked
before your eyes. Maybe it's the diner lingo or the all-night
ambiance or the jukeboxes that stock corny songs about
eating at the Waffle House. Whatever it is, the chain has
inspired a cult following that runs from cops and truck
drivers to barflies and overcaffeinated college students."
Even the "The Motley Fool" Internet investment site
gives tribute to the "pleasure of roadside dining" at the
restaurant. "The Waffle House menu offers many Southern
basics, but no hungry forward-thinking investor can deny
the wisdom that comes hot-off-the-grill with the chain's
signature hash browns. You can have them done up with
onions (scattered and smothered), cheese (covered), ham
(chunked), chili (topped) and/or tomatoes (diced). Awesome."
The Internet, in fact, has given the Waffle House faithful
an outlet to express their allegiance. A number of renegade
sites extol the pleasures of Waffle House dining.
"Most other restaurants will define loyalty by how many
times a customer visits per month," Jacobsen says. "We
have many customers that visit us several times every week
and many others who see us a couple of times every day.
It's amazing how much Waffle House becomes part of a
customer's life. They get to know the folks behind the
counter. And it's not just a couple of Waffle Houses — it's
all of them. Every one has this group of regular customers."
While it is the second-largest 24-hour restaurant chain in
the country, Waffle House has become established as a
Southern icon. Its yellow sign and block letters are readily
recognized along interstates or community thoroughfares.
Most of the nearly 1,300 Waffle House restaurants sweep
across the Southern landscape from Maryland to Arizona,
but the number of restaurants is growing and the landscape
is changing. A new Waffle House goes up every four days,
and restaurants are springing up in northeastern and western states from Pennsylvania to Colorado.
Waffle House Chairman Joe Rogers Jr., who directed the
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restaurant chain's growth as a Southern landmark, is now
engineering Waffle House's expansion nationally.
Until a few years ago, Waffle House stopped offering
exclusive territory franchises. Rogers had not sold one in 25
years. But the initiative to become a national chain is creating new franchise opportunities.
Rogers says he is looking for steady growth, moving into
neighboring markets. "We don't have any grand plan to
cover the earth," he says.
"As we perform, as we get better, what we're trying to
do is bring new operators into the system, with the idea of
keeping ownership close to the customer," Rogers says.
"We'd like to grow the franchise community just like growing the company stores: sharing the ownership of the company with those people."
Thornton says Waffle House's expansion is creating a
new perception of the restaurant.
"Right now we are what you might call a Southern tradition," Thornton says. "Maybe we've passed that status. We
are fast moving toward becoming a unique American phenomena.
"This is a really tough business, a really complicated
business — and we do it very, very well," Thornton says.
"Part of that is the structure and the discipline that we
bring. Nobody quite does it like we do."
Waffle House only offers franchises "to owner
operators who stand at the cash register and take care
of the customers every day," Thornton says. "We
don't sell franchises to folks who live in Atlanta
and operate Waffle Houses in Louisville, Ky. The
guy who has the Louisville franchise lives in
Louisville and operates those restaurants because
— oh, by the way — that's how you become successful in business."
Thornton says the restaurant chain faces both performance and growth challenges.
"When we're opening a restaurant someplace every
four days, it's hard for someone to believe that growth is
not our mainstream initiative," Thornton says. "It's not.
Performance is our mainstream initiative.
"When we're not performing, we don't build restaurants.
There is no sense in doing more of what you're doing if you
are not doing what you're doing well. The trick is to get
better at what you're doing — better first, then bigger."
Bert Thornton was with Waffle House in Dallas when he decided
the restaurant needed a real Texas chili. After a year of experimenting with assorted concoctions at Waffle House restaurants
around the metro area, Thornton perfected the winning recipe.

ends race, age and social status.
Better, then bigger, has been a business philosophy driving Waffle House since the first restaurant opened its doors
on Labor Day 1955 in Avondale Estates, an Atlanta suburb.
It was founded by neighbors Joe Rogers Sr., a former Toddle
House executive, and Tom Forkner, an Atlanta realtor. The
restaurant's expansion was so deliberate that despite the
franchise frenzy of the late 1950s and early 1960s, there were
only five Waffle Houses in 1961.
Joe Rogers Jr. chuckles that he was an 8-year-old unpaid
window washer when unit No. 1 started business. "I started
working for pay when I was 14," he adds. "I've just grown
up in it and done every job there was to do."
Rogers graduated from Avondale High School, where he
excelled in math and science, and attended Georgia Tech
with ambitions to become an electrical engineer.
"Somehow I found my way into management
because I think I realized that's where I really
wanted to be," Rogers says. After graduating
from Tech with a degree in industrial management in 1968, Rogers served a year in the Air
National Guard. He attended Harvard Business School to earn his master's degree,
intending to become an investment
banker. It wasn't until his second year
at Harvard that Rogers saw Waffle
House as his career.
With his master's degree in
hand, Rogers joined the Waffle
House chain of about 75 restaurants in 1971 as vice president of
finance. Two years later, Rogers
succeeded his father as president of the
company. His dad, Rogers says, decided "it
was time for his generation to step aside and,
if there was a future to be shaped, let the
people who were going to live it shape it."
Rogers recruited a cadre of former Georgia Tech classmates and friends to form a newera Waffle House management team. Thornton, an
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity brother at Tech, was
one of the first.
What Tech people have always had in common is a
willingness to work — and a very good, sensible approach
to things," Rogers says.
Thornton remembers the call from a fraternity brother
inviting him to meet with Rogers about a job opportunity at
Waffle House: "A bunch of us are getting together — old
ATOs and Georgia Tech people — and we're going to apply
some of the enlightened business principles that we picked
Pal] 2000 • GEORGIA TECH
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Good Food Fast
foe Rogers discusses his management style, Waffle House's success

By John Dunn
fhy is Waffle House so successful? What management
principles have made it the
dominant restaurant chain in the
South?
In a rare interview, Waffle House
Chairman Joe Rogers Jr., IM 68,
discusses his management style and
the restaurant chain's success with

W!

the GEORGIA TECH ALUMNI MAGAZINE.

has kept a steadfast focus on business since the first restaurant opened
in 1955, Rogers says. Its emphasis on
"good food fast" and personalized
service is a hallmark.
"A lot of our success is attributable to the fact that we stuck to our
knitting," he states. "We're in the
same business today that we were in
45 years ago. The fashion has
changed, but the substance of the
business is almost identical."
Rogers stresses the organization's
operational superiority over its expansion, a concept he dates back to
the 1970s. "We've pursued the idea
that better is more important than
bigger. We could be a lot bigger than
we are; that's neither here nor there.
The way you really compete is: Can
you get better? For 25 years, we have
pursued the idea that better is more
important than bigger. Our primary
objective is getting better, not
bigger."
Rogers describes his own management style with a disarming and
deceptively simple phrase: show up.
"My literal management style is
just to show up," Rogers says. "I
show up, look at the situation and
figure out what needs to be done. I
show up at all the places. I show up
at the restaurants. I show up on the

Speaking in a deliberate manner
and pausing occasionally for emphasis, Rogers says attention to three
essential areas — people, focus on
business and "our unending pursuit
to get better" — are factors responsible for the success that has made
Waffle House a Southern landmark.
"That remains our successful
strategy for the future — people, the
focus on one business and our primary objective of getting better before bigger," he reiterates.
The emphasis on people, Rogers
says, applies both to Waffle House
customers and its employees. Waffle
House excels at creating a friendly
dining experience. Waitresses know
many of their customers by name.
"I read a lot of the trade press,"
Rogers says. "I hear a lot of people
describe what a restaurant concept is
all about. I'm not
sure I could
Z3• •..
describe our
*••».
swum « • • • *
restaurant coni n • m m • • • • M iTfc"
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cept in those
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terms. We are a
service organization. We've got
one group of
people trying to
serve another
group of
people."
Waffle House
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weekends. I show up on the night
shifts. I show up in the company and
at the franchise restaurants. I show
up to look at the real-estate sites. I
show up at the office — when there
are issues to be dealt with, I show
up.
"If there is an issue someplace, if
there is a problem someplace, if there
is an opportunity someplace, my
management style — and what I try
to teach everybody at Waffle House
is — the first, best, smartest, all-thetime thing to do is show up."
The fact that Waffle House has
established a loyal customer base is
no accident. Of all the management
principles and concepts Rogers
says he has studied, "the one that
stood out, that carried over so well in
our business — however you want to
run your business, there is ultimately
one boss and that's the customer."
It's not an original concept with
Waffle House, but no one has applied it more effectively than Rogers.
"You can have all the theories you
want to have, you can have all the
personal preferences you want to
have, you can have all the wishes
you want to have about the way you
want the world to work — from a
financial standpoint, a marketing
standpoint, a compensation standpoint — but the world
is what it is. And the
customer is who he
or she is.
"And whatever
you're going to do,
the customer is king.
They will vote with
their feet if you
don't please
them. They
will go
someplace
else." GT

You should see
the bacon.

It's food and it's an experience.
up from Georgia Tech to this entrepreneurial operation.
Would you like to come up and talk to us?"
Thornton grins. "I said, 'Sure.' The next thing I knew, I
was cookin' bacon and eggs at a Waffle House."
Thornton says Rogers kicked off Waffle House's modern
era when he became president in 1973. "There was really a
mind-set shift back then from one of a local, hometown,
small regional emphasis to let's build this up. Let's be
known as a regional operation with lots of opportunities
across the Southeast," he says.
Rogers uses a football analogy, referring to himself as the
coach and Thornton as the quarterback.
"Even though I run out on the field a lot, my job has been
coaching the team," Rogers says. "Bert's the full-time
player. He has had every experience there is. And Bert really understands how to deal with people. When you're
running a big service organization, that's what it is all
about. Bert has that sense of mission and he plays to win."

T

he football analogy is appropriate. A native of New
Orleans, Thornton grew up in Tampa, Fla., and
played football at Robinson High School. He attended Tech on a full football scholarship. He
served two years as an artillery officer in the U.S. Army,
including one year in Vietnam. He was working as a
systems analyst and salesman with National Cash Register when he joined Waffle House. Thornton says he
joined the organization as a dishwasher and busboy.
Four years later he became a vice president. In 1994,
he was elected to the board of directors. He has
worked with both company and franchise operations
and currently rtas operational responsibility for
about 70 percent of the company-owned restaurants.
Thornton is also treasurer and president-elect of
the Georgia Tech Alumni Association, and last year
chaired the $7.8 million Roll Call campaign. He and
his wife, Kathy, have three daughters: Aspen, who
graduated from Tech in 1998 and is with Andersen
Consulting; Chaice, a sophomore at Tech; and Mayson, a
senior and president of the student body at Norcross
High School.
"There is a lot of Georgia Tech culture in the Waffle
House business today," Thornton says. "You not only have
to be smart to get out of Georgia Tech, you've got to have
common sense. Georgia Tech prepares you for life; it
Walt Ehmer, IE 89, chief financial officer for Waffle House,
knows his way around the restaurant's kitchen. He's the
Walt that created Walt's Soup for Waffle House.

doesn't just prepare you to be a businesswoman or a businessman. It's so tough to get out of Tech that you really
have to understand how to deal with organizational issues
and time issues."
Rogers, too, is very involved with Georgia Tech, serving
on the Georgia Tech Foundation. He is a former member of
the Georgia Tech Advisory Board, a member of the Class of
1968 Reunion Committee and the Leadership Gifts Committee for the Centennial Campaign. Rogers and his wife, Mary
Welch Rogers, have three children.
As a boss, Rogers is focused and single-minded,
Thornton says.

By the numbers
Coffee Ranks No. 1 at Waffle House, Waffles No. 3

A

t Waffle House restaurants, numbers matter. How do you like your
hamburger — pickles, onions, mayo?
There are more than 22 million
ways Waffle House says it can prepare
a hamburger. The 22,020,096 ways to
prepare a hamburger is the revised
figure — the first count was shy by
more than 21 million.
The original figure was 844,739.
"We had a Georgia Tech fella take
us to task on it," says Bert Thornton,
IM 68, executive vice president. "He
surmised mathematically that the
number we had was an impossible number
given the
combinations that
we were
suggesting. So he
recalculated it
for us and came up with
22 million."

80 million cups of coffee
each year. Hash browns
are the No. 2 item and
waffles rank No. 3.
The restaurant says it
serves enough sausage
patties in one day that, if
stacked, they would be as ta
as the Empire State Building.
The amount of bacon cooked
at its restaurants in one year
would stretch from Atlanta to Los
Angeles and back seven times.
Waffle House also claims title as
the world's leading server of
waffles, T-bone steaks,
omelettes, cheese 'n'
eggs, grits, raisin toast
and apple butter. It
cooks a quarter of a
million eggs on a
Saturday morning and
has served more than 400
million waffles since opening its
doors in 1955.

Thornton is taking him at his word
and his math. The recalculated total is
now posted on every Waffle House
menu.
Its No. 1 menu item is coffee.
Waffle House says it serves more than

Saveur magazine included Waffle
House on its prestigious list of 100
favorite international restaurants in its
February 1999 issue, and Waffle
House was named "The Best Place to
Eat After 2 a.m." in a reader's poll in

"I know a lot of successful people and 1 know a lot of
successful CEOs, but I have never known anyone in business like Joe Rogers," Thornton says. "He is the single-mostdedicated person to the business and to the people that I've
ever met.
"Somebody said something interesting one time about
how unpredictable Joe was. I said, 'He is the most predictable person I've ever known. He is going to do today just
what he did yesterday and just what he's going to do tomorrow, and that is what is in the best interest of the Waffle
House system, the Waffle House people and the Waffle
House customer to the exclusion of your interests, my interests and his own personal interests. His personal agenda
takes an absolute rear seat to the Waffle House system.'"
Rogers is as efficient working in a Waffle House restaurant as he is in the corporate boardroom, Thornton says.
"He can cook. He can do anything behind the counter
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the Atlanta Journal-Constitution.
Every Waffle House restaurant has
a real jukebox that features songs
written for Waffle House, including
"Good Food Fast," "Waffle Doo Wop"
and "I'm Cookin'."
The first Waffle House song, "Waffle
House Family," debuted on Waffle
House jukeboxes in 1984 and is sung
by Mary Welch Rogers, the wife of
Waffle House Chairman Joe Rogers
and a contemporary Christian music
performer.
Ten Waffle House songs are so
popular with customers they are now
available on cassette and CD —
Waffle House Jukebox Favorites Vol. 1,
which may be ordered at 1-877WAFFLECD or online at www.waffle
house.com.

that anybody else can do. There are people who will read
this article for whom he has cooked breakfast, and they
don't know they had the chairman of the board of Waffle
House cooking their bacon and eggs simply because he
wears the cook-shirt."
In a meeting at Waffle House's corporate headquarters in
Norcross, neither Rogers nor Thornton wears a coat and tie.
Both have on grill-operator shirts. After the meeting, both
Rogers and Thornton are ready to work at a Waffle House
restaurant — especially if there's a unit that's short-handed.
There are no cash registers in corporate headquarters,
Thornton observes wryly.
"This shirt is what I wore yesterday when I cooked
breakfast at Flat Shoals Road," Thornton says. "Joe wears
his shirt because of the amount of time that he spends in the
restaurants. When you go to the restaurant in a coat and tie,
you really stand out. It's not part of our culture. You can

It's where the chairman cooks.
become the person from the office who has come to inspect
the restaurant. In reality, that's not what we want. What we
want is to be part of the service team, who is there to help
improve the service and see what we can do to help the
folks behind the counter."
There is about a five-hour window on Mondays when
Rogers can usually be found in the office, Thornton says.
Except for that, Rogers is "in the restaurants."
"Joe's not just there during daylight hours," Thornton
says. "We're in a 24-hour business; you have to take care of
business 24 hours a day. We work second shifts, third shifts
and, of course, weekends and holidays. Christmas is my
longest day. Our entire management team goes from 6 a.m.
to midnight or 1 a.m. because there are a lot of people who
depend on us on Christmas Day."
Rogers and all the corporate executives spend Christmas
and holidays working in Waffle House units.
"Joe has the greatest single work ethic I've ever seen,"
Thornton says. "This is a private company. It's an employee-owned company. It's owned by the sales people,
grill operators, maintenance people, office staff. As the chief
executive officer, Joe could very easily pump this up for a
great multiple, make a lot of money and leave everybody
hanging with their smaller shares. Instead, he spends
every day trying to figure out how to build the business and build the value. He insists on absolute
integrity."

W:

fhile franchise Waffle Houses operate with some independence,
company-owned restaurants
offer employees long-term benefits — almost unheard of in the industry,
Jacobsen says — including medical, dental and life insurance programs. Employees also have the same opportunity for stock ownership as the company officers.
"We have long-term sales people
who have built incredible nest eggs
from stock ownership," Jacobsen says.
"We're a privately held company, which
means stock grows as the performance of
the company grows. It's not up and down
— we've got a nice, steady growth rate. If
you keep putting those pennies in with each
Chris Jacobsen is the man behind Chris' Cheesesteak,
one of the restaurant's most popular sandwiches.

paycheck, it builds to something. The long term is good for
employees who recognize that. I think that's one thing that
is a competitive advantage that sets us apart."
A year at Waffle House means 1,095 shifts, and the No. 1
challenge Waffle House faces is hiring all the people needed
to adequately staff the restaurants, Thornton says.

Grilled Cheese, Anyone?
Even Hurricane Hugo failed to shut down Waffle House

E

very Waffle House customer and
employee has a favorite story.
Waffle House Chairman Joe
Rogers has a few hundred, but the
heroic efforts in the aftermath of Hurricane Hugo top his list.
The monster storm hit South Carolina on Sept. 21, 1989, causing $5.6
billion in damage and devastating
Charleston.
Bert Thornton, executive vice president of operations for Waffle House,
arrived in Charleston early to wait out
the hurricane. Rogers flew in the next
morning, landing at the closed airport.
Thornton was there to meet him.
By 8:30 a.m., Thornton had four of
the seven Waffle House restaurants
located in Charleston operating. The
other three were too severely damaged to reopen.
"As people woke up and got to
stirring around, they were just
amazed," Rogers says. "We were
doing a lot of business. Of course, we
started having one problem after another. The water system was bad, so
we melted the ice in the ice machines.
We boiled water for coffee. We were
running out of stuff. We were serving
grilled cheese, grilled cheese and
grilled cheese. Some places didn't
have power, but we were cooking on
gas."
Near the end of the day, they had a
plan to bring in people and supplies.
The Coca-Cola Co. sent a tractortrailer truck carrying canned drinks to

a Waffle House operating on the outskirts of Charleston near the expressway and told its driver to leave it so
Waffle House could make deliveries to
its other Charleston restaurants.
The National Guard and police
arrived late that afternoon and announced a curfew. The restaurants
were ordered to shut down.
"Bert asked them, 'How many
emergency personnel are coming into
Charleston today, tonight, tomorrow,
tomorrow night, working around the
clock to restore power and policing to
prevent looting?'" Rogers recalls.
"They said, 'Oh, thousands.' Bert
asked the magic question: 'Where are
they going to eat?' The guy in charge
kinda looked and said, 'You know, I
think we could deem you an essential
service.' And that ended that problem."
Meanwhile, Waffle House construction crews arrived to repair the damaged restaurants and get them operating. When they completed work on the
restaurants, they were sent to help
people in the community, starting at
the most heavily damaged houses,
removing trees, putting tarps over

Waffle House has a unit hourly workforce of more than
13,000 employees, and Thornton says 50 percent to 60 percent of them are longtime employees called, in the Waffle
House vernacular, associates.
"We have a core of long-term, wonderfully loyal associates, and we have a group of people who work for us and
then go do something else, and then come back and work
for us," Thornton says.
"We want to reflect the communities that we do business
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roofs and making houses secure.
Waffle House vendors made special efforts to deliver supplies, Rogers
says.
"We were way ahead of the emergency personnel," he says. "Within a
day or two we were pretty much getting on our feet from a supply standpoint. Some of our people couldn't
work and crews were able to come in
and relieve local folks."
Thornton also organized a plan to
provide food supplies to local police.
"Their problem was that all the local
people were blown away, even the
police," Rogers says. "A policeman
trying to work a 12-hour shift has a
family at home that is suffering with no
power, a tree through the roof or whatever the situation. All of them were
short of supplies. Bert told them to
come by one of the restaurants after
two o'clock on a particular day and
just pull through. We packed ice,
cups, coffee, hamburgers and things
that they needed at home. They came
by, opened up their trunks and everybody got supplies.
"It was one of those terrible experiences to go through," Rogers says. "It
wasn't profitable for us; we'd have
been better off financially if we'd
stayed shut down. But it was heartening to watch people rise to the occasion. Bert is as good in that kind of
situation as anyone I've ever seen.
And we were able to help do a pretty
good service for the community."

in, so we have become proactive in making sure management and associates mirror the community within which we
do business, and we do," Thornton says.
Rogers says Waffle House's goal is to have a workforce
as diverse as its customer base.
"We have embraced diversity for a long time, believing that
a multicultural workforce helps us build a stronger team,"
Rogers says. "Through proactive training and reporting, we
have strictly enforced our policy of no discrimination."

Striving to redefine service
According to Waffle House statistics, minorities represent 30 percent of entry-level management, 24 percent of
mid-level and 14 percent of senior level.
"All operations management start at entry level and it
takes at least seven years to reach the senior ranks," Rogers
says. "The fact that today we have a strong minority representation at the first two levels means that the senior level
representation will continue to increase."
About 30 percent of the more than 13,000 hourly Waffle
House employees reflect the minority population, Jacobsen
says.
"Ours is a one-class culture: one citizen," Thornton says.
"It's not two classes of citizenship culture. If they want to,
hourly associates can sign up for the same insurance package as the chairman."
faffle House doesn't have a press-relations emphasis or publish financial statements, Jacobsen
says. "We don't see the sense in it. We're a privately held company, so we're not compelled to
disclose our financial numbers or information that's proprietary in nature. What's the point? If we're doing something
good, it probably would not behoove us to explain to our
competitors what we're doing. We're not really interested in
anybody's opinion but the customers. Our egos are not
slanted toward publicity and interviews. There's no sense in
beating your own drum. If you're good, your customers tell you that you're good and that's good
enough for us."
Waffle House has been involved in litigation claiming customer and employee racial
discrimination that has received coverage in
the news media.
"We choose not to publicly comment on
specific cases, but rather stay focused on our
restaurants and tell our side through the
channels of the courts," Thornton says.
"The reality has proven to be different
from the allegations," Jacobsen says. "Take
discrimination, for example. In the past five
years, we have completed more than 400
million customer transactions and employed
more than 125,000 associates in company
units. During this same five-year time frame,
we've had just 15 lawsuits alleging customer

W

Alice Johnson thought Waffle House iced tea
shouldn't taste ordinary, so she prepared a zesty
iced tea that now carries her name on the menu.

race discrimination and six alleging racial discrimination
against associates. Of the 12 cases that have been resolved
so far, there have been no findings of discrimination. And,
we just received summary judgments of 'no discrimination,'
involving two cases recently reported in the press."
In a letter addressed to company associates, Rogers emphasized that even one complaint is too many. "As associates in the Waffle House system, it's our job to stand for the

A Unique Culture
right thing — diversity — and do our part by staying aware
of our policies and sticking to them."
Waffle House establishes long-term relationships with its
vendors, striving to create a mutually beneficial partnership.
The Coca-Cola Co., H.H. Heinz Co., Sara Lee Corp. and
Earth Grains Co. are long-term vendors.
"We're not looking for the best price," Thornton says.
"We're looking to pay a fair price for a great product. Once
you have that paradigm, you're not in competition with
others; it's a mutual effort for both parties to be successful."
The report card for each Waffle House is increased sales.
"Our operators don't think about same-store sales in
terms of what that does to the top line of a profit-and-loss
statement," Thornton says. "This is a very cultural thing for
us; it's our red badge of courage. If you're doing better this
year than you were doing last year, life is good. We call that
an increase in sales. When you have an increase, as the
Waffle House story goes, your iced tea is colder, your steak
is hotter and your pockets are fuller. But if you have a decrease, then things are not quite so good. You're always
working to get an increase.
"We keep track of sales differently than other people in
our industry keep track. We adjust our sales measuring
stick for menu increases. We don't think it's in our best
interest to raise the prices 2 percent over last year and show
a 1 percent increase in sales and tell ourselves we're doing
better, because in reality, we're 1 percent behind the true
number. We look at tonnage of food across the counter. We
look at unit volume and we look at that number on a menuadjusted basis. Most other restaurant companies don't."

T

he restaurant chain also avoids gimmicks in its marketing efforts. There are no donkey rides or toy promotions. "We don't do a lot of advertising,"
Thornton says. "We have a huge presence in Atlanta,
so we just dabble in it. Instead, we take that money and
invest it in our people — whether that be bonuses or contests or something for our hourly associates. For the long
term, that's where we think the best investment is, not in the
quick-fix initiatives."
"Our primary focus is four-walls marketing," Jacobsen
says. "That's what keeps people coming back."
"We want to be operationally superior," Thornton adds.
"We don't want to be operationally cute. If we spend our
money being the best 24-hour food-service operation in
America — not the cutest — if when you come into a Waffle
House and you know exactly what to expect, and get exactly what you expected and wanted, then you're going to
come back." GT
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Peak Performance: Atlanta Rises
And in the background — maybe even the foreground
By Gary Goettling • Photography by Gary Meek
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3 as the Southeast's 'Silicon Mountain'
esort of volcanic incubator in which high-tech's rumbling fits-and-starts can climb into mountainous successes.

Metro Atlanta has become the
second-best area of the nation in which
to start a high-tech career or business.

P

EANUTS, PECANS AND
cotton — some of the bestknown icons of the Peach
State's economy — are beginning to look a bit old-fashioned. As the new century begins,
Georgia is rapidly developing a national
reputation for growing a different kind
of cash crop: high-tech business.
In fact, metro Atlanta has become
the second-best area of the nation in
which to start a high-tech career or
business, according to an article, "Best
Places," in the May 29 issue of Forbes.
Only Austin, Texas, topped Atlanta
on the list of 200 metropolitan areas
ranked on the basis of exhaustive economic and demographic data. This
was the second Forbes survey. Last
year, Atlanta held the No. 10 spot.
Other Georgia cities making the cut
were Columbus (46), Savannah (87),
Macon (88) and Augusta (167).
Mike Cassidy, MS TASP 87, president of the Georgia Research Alliance
(GRA), attributes the excellent showing to "a good business climate and
good leadership in state government
and industry.
"Lots of different elements come
into play, but I think in the background — maybe even the foreground
— Georgia Tech has had an important
role in how Georgia generally, and
Atlanta in particular, have developed,"
he notes.
The article extracted its conclusions
primarily from a study of regional
economies conducted by the Milken
Institute. The rankings reflect an area's
"dynamism" or relative level of activity, rather than the weight of its existing high-tech economic ballast. So upand-comers like Atlanta and Austin,
because they are aggressively pursuing
their enormous growth potential, have
Sam Williams: "Atlanta appeals to all
kinds of people and companies."
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Engineer Enabler
Mike Cassidy brings enthusiasm, vision to GRA post

L

ike millions of other
kids who huddled in
front of TV screens at
school, spellbound by the
black-and-white images of
Alan Shepard's first liftoff,
Mike Cassidy tensed with
expectation and inspiration.
He knew then and there what
he was going to do when he
grew up.
"I wanted to bean engineer and I wanted to somehow be involved in the space
program," he says. "Among
the kids I grew up with, the
space flights got all of us
interested in science and
engineering."
But things didn't quite
work out that way, says
Cassidy, who earned a
master's in technology and
science policy at Georgia
Tech in 1987. This past
March he stepped up to the
presidency of the Georgia
Research Alliance (GRA),
succeeding William Todd, IM
71, who is president and
chief executive officer of Encina Technology Ventures in
Atlanta.
As his freshman college year approached, Cassidy
developed second thoughts about engineering. Still drawn
to technology but uncertain of a specific career, he pursued
an undergraduate degree in marketing at Georgia State
University. Following an eight-year stint at IBM, Cassidy
entered the master's program at Tech, where he was
"hooked" into doing work for the Advanced Technology
Development Center.
After graduating, "They asked me to stay on. I worked
my way up through that organization until I was running
ATDC for Wayne Hodges in 1992 and 1993, and was then
recruited to come over to the Georgia Research Alliance as
vice president. Wayne was a wonderful mentor."
Working at ATDC was "a blast," laughs Cassidy. "Our
job was to understand some opportunities, assemble a
team around a specific project, then help somebody get a

business started. I
think that model has
worked very well.
"I'm not an entrepreneur, scientist or
engineer, but it was
very rewarding being
around those folks and
helping, for instance,
Tech faculty figure out
how they were going to
launch a business
around a discovery
they had made in the
lab."
Cassidy's success
at ATDC proved irresistible to the GRA,
which recruited him as
its vice president in
1993. With his elevation to the top spot at
GRA and the responsibility for providing
leadership and focus
for the organization's
mission, Cassidy's
enthusiasm alone
should be enough to
assure success.
"I'm probably an engineer at heart," he confesses, "so
it's an honor for me to get to work with the visionary people
that I do, and it's very interesting. I enjoy spending the time
learning what they want to do, what their dreams are, and
figuring out what we can do to help them get there — and at
the same time find a way to impact the economy,"
Even with the hectic schedule of a demanding job,
Cassidy finds time for an occasional fishing trip. But most of
his off-work activity is spent at his Atlanta home with his
wife, Angela, MS CP 91, and their two "extremely active"
boys, Brendan, 7, and Conner, 4.
"They're everything to us," he says. "Conner is our sports
fanatic, And, though his older brother is more seriousminded, we're taking golf lessons together."
In his boys' distinct personalities, Cassidy sees a lot of
himself as a young child. That's probably why he looks
forward to when they're old enough for their first Estes
model-rocket kit.
— Gary Goettling
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The birth here of "dozens and dozens of innovative companies is
a strong indication of the region's overall health; just like in any kind
of an ecosystem, when there's new growth, things are working right."

an advantage over established technology heavyweights such as Silicon
Valley, at least by that measure.
The article also counted as major
pluses the Atlanta home addresses of
EarthLink, BellSouth, United Parcel
Service and Hartsfield International
Airport.
Atlanta's dynamism is evident in
the numbers. The U.S. Department of
Labor estimates that 106,300 new jobs
were created in metro Atlanta last
year, the most ever in the area and the
first six-digit annual increase. Nearly
one-fifth of the new jobs — 20,729 —
opened up in high-tech industries,
according to numbers from the Metro
Atlanta Chamber of Commerce, which
pegged the total number of high-tech
jobs in the region at 200,979 as of December 1999.
"Atlanta appeals to all kinds of
people and companies. That's why
we've seen these remarkable growth
numbers," says Chamber President
Sam A. Williams, EE 68. "Through the
chamber's Industries of the Mind initiative and Web site, AtlantaSmartCity.com, we are focusing on recruiting people and companies that will
reinforce and continue this trend. We
are working closely with the Advanced
Technology Development Center, the
Technology Association of Georgia, the
Georgia Center for Advanced Telecommunications Technology and
Yamacraw Future Forward on a variety of initiatives related to this goal."
Williams adds that Atlanta's unprecedented growth is quality growth.
"That's an important distinction," he
says. "It's growth with a goal, with a
plan, with a long-term desirable outcome. Atlanta didn't always do it that
way, but we do today. We are moving
forward on several fronts, such as
transportation, quality education, arts
and technology connections, and smart
growth. The suburban chambers of
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commerce, state planning agencies and
grassroots organizations all are working together and speaking the same
development language now."
The Milken Institute report,
"America's High-Tech Economy —
Growth, Development and Risks for
Metropolitan Areas," summarizes the
stakes: "High-tech industries are critical in gauging the health of the U.S.
economy. They are determining which
metropolitan areas are succeeding or
failing. Without growth in high-tech
sectors, metros will be left behind. [It]
is imperative for local government and
economic development officials to
promote high-tech expansion, or they
risk substandard economic growth in
the future. Although high tech is not
the only development strategy to pursue, it will be the key distinguishing
feature of metropolitan vitality as we
enter the new century."
Factors cited by the study as contributing to an area's high-tech growth
include low business costs, availability
of venture capital, climate and other
quality-of-life factors, and the presence
of a network of suppliers.

D

OZENS AND DOZENS OF
high-quality, innovative
companies are being
birthed here," says Cassidy. "That's a strong indication of the region's overall health;
just like in any kind of an ecosystem,
when there's new growth, things are
working the right way."
The most important factor of all,
according to the Milken report, is an
area's "access to a trained/educated
workforce, [and] close proximity to
excellent educational facilities and
research institutions."
According to Georgia Tech President Wayne Clough, CE 64, MS CE 65,
"Research universities that are willing
to reach out to their communities are

having an ever-more-important impact
on economic vitality. Such institutions
are a source of desperately soughtafter talent and the new ideas that are
the essence of the new economy. The
key is to have in place a strategy that
links the community aspirations with
those of the university, and we have
done this in Atlanta through the goodwill and commitment of the city of
Atlanta, the Metro Chamber of Commerce and the state of Georgia."
Cassidy notes that leveraging research universities to fuel economic
growth has been the key strategy for
the GRA, a 10-year-old partnership of
research universities, industry and
government devoted to nurturing the
technology sector of Georgia's
economy. GRA has developed strategy
and helped to raise significant funds
from public and private sources to
channel into university research efforts
with the greatest potential for economic impact.
"Over the past several years, any
article you read — whether it's in
Forbes, Business Week or The Wall Street
Journal — always mentions a prominent local research university when it's
talking about a high-tech economy,"
observes Cassidy. "We're fortunate to
have at least five strong research universities within a 50-mile radius of
Atlanta. A lot of what's fueling our
biotech development, for instance, is
coming out of Emory and the University of Georgia. And with the investments being made at Georgia Tech in
bioengineering and tissue engineering,
things are going to be very hot in those
sectors."
Atlanta's emergence as a leading
high-tech center is no overnight success, but the result of careful planning,
sustained commitment and vision
going back more than 20 years.
"There has been a consistent investment and interest in technology

Curtis Compton

Curtis Compton

Entrepreneur in Residence
John Lappington joins ATDC staff to mentor member companies in e-commerce techniques
By John Toon

V

eteran Atlanta entrepreneur John Lappington has
joined Georgia Tech's Advanced Technology Development Center (ATDC) as the organization's "Broadcom Entrepreneur in Residence."
Broadcom Corporation, a leading provider of integrated
circuits enabling broadband communications to and
throughout the home and business, will be sharing the
talents of one of its top executives, John Lappington, who
has founded three successful technology companies. He
will mentor ATDC member companies, providing high-tech
business planning assistance and advice.
Lappington was co-founder and CEO of Atlanta-based
Digital Furnace Corporation, which was acquired by Irvine,
Calif.-based Broadcom earlier this year.
"We're pleased to have a seasoned entrepreneur like
John available to share his considerable experience with
our start-up companies," says Wayne Hodges, director of
the ATDC. "John will be a tremendous resource, especially
for our first-time entrepreneurs, who can benefit from his
insight into how to transform strong technology concepts
into profitable products and services that fill a market need.
We very much appreciate Broadcom's willingness to give
back to the Atlanta technology community in this way."
While retaining responsibilities at Broadcom, Lappington
will devote significant time to advising ATDC companies
and helping Georgia Tech professors who want to identify
commercially viable high-tech research.
Joining Lappington in this assignment is Mandy Bass, a
10-year veteran of start-ups. Bass will help ATDC companies with organizational and office-management issues.

The two will have offices in ATDC's incubator in the Georgia
Center for Advanced Telecommunications Technology
(GCATT), from which they will serve member companies in
all three ATDC locations.
Broadcom began its own Atlanta presence with an office
at ATDC in 1996, when Broadcom President and CEO Henry
T. Nicholas III appointed Tom Quigley to found a cable
modem development center in Atlanta.
In March of this year, Broadcom purchased Digital Furnace, founded at ATDC in late 1998, which had created a
technology capable of tripling the data-and-voice capacity
of broadband cable networks.
Although already a successful serial high-tech entrepreneur when he began Digital Furnace, Lappington recognized the value ATDC had to him as he grew Digital Furnace
over the past two years, and he wanted to give something
back to the community. "When you're panning for gold, you
go to where the richest veins are likely to be. With ATDC's
close ties to Georgia Tech, I've found a concentration of
some of the brightest technical minds in the country down
on North Avenue," says Lappington.
Broadcom has a long history of working closely with
schools of excellence in technology. In addition to assisting
start-up organizations in the ATDC, Broadcom recently
joined Governor Barnes' Yamacraw Initiative, which is focused on attracting and growing the technology base for
communications integrated circuits and systems in Georgia.
In California, Nicholas and Broadcom's co-founder and chief
technical officer Henry Samueli have had long-standing
relationships with UCLA and the University of CaliforniaIrvine, providing millions of dollars in support for the engineering schools and engineer-training projects.
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growth over several Georgia state
administrations," says Wayne Hodges,
director of the Economic Development
Institute at Georgia Tech. "We used to
complain that North Carolina, for
example, had a consistent policy for
technology development and growth
that rolled over from administration to
administration, but Georgia didn't.
That has changed with the past few
governors, particularly Zell Miller and
Roy Barnes, who have made significant investments in the state's technology infrastructure and focused on
developing specific industries. That
kind of continuous investment, combined with activity in the private sector, has made the difference in keeping
this high-tech economic engine going."
Hodges is an old hand at economic
development. Twenty years ago he
helped start, and for many years ran,
the Advanced Technology Development Center (ATDC) on the Tech campus. Now one of about two dozen such
facilities in the area, ATDC remains the
only one with a university affiliation.
"ATDC was responsible for helping
develop the infrastructure we've got
today," says Hodges. The new-business incubator was also the catalyst for
other development efforts, he says, like
the Advanced Technology Development Institute, formed to provide
support programs for the fledgling
high-tech community. That, in turn,
became the Business and Technology
Alliance and, later, the Technology
Alliance of Georgia.
Metro Atlanta's status as one of
Forbes' "best places" for high technology doesn't surprise Hodges.
"One, we have a good place to
live," he says. "In spite of complaints
about traffic, this is a place that attracts
people. Next, we have a large infrastructure in telecommunications and
the communications industry — everything from Turner Broadcasting to
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Scientific Atlanta to Lucent Technologies — that fits Tech's strengths to a
TV We also have a huge software
industry that has grown significantly
over the past few years. And the biggest growth recently has been in the
number of Internet companies, especially business-to-business companies."

B

UT THE MAIN INGREDIENT
of Atlanta's preeminence
may be the area's entrepreneurial tradition, courtesy of
Georgia Tech, which is
tailor-made for the nature of hightechnology enterprise.
"If you look at the folks who have
been involved in technology development in Atlanta or associated with
technology companies, a lot are Georgia Tech folks, alumni or others close
to Tech in some fashion," says Hodges,
adding that "Georgia Tech made
ATDC successful, not vice versa."
Students, alumni and faculty not
only provide the talent base that attracts industry, but also have been
responsible for many start-up successes: Glen Robinson and Scientific
Atlanta, Charlie Brown and Paul Duke
and Technology Park, Leland Strange
and Intelligent Systems, John Imlay
and MSA, Tom Noonan and Chris
Klauss and ISS, to name a few.
A success factor of more recent
vintage cited by Hodges and the
Milken report has been the availability
of home-grown venture capital for
new technology-based companies. The
present situation stands as quite a
contrast to just a few years ago, when
"it was difficult to get any kind of
investment in local start-up companies," he recalls.
Back in the early 1980s, ATDC
sponsored one of the first seed-capital
conferences in Atlanta. Subsequent
efforts gave rise to the Advanced Tech-

nology Development Fund, one of the
early venture-capital organizations in
the region. Ever so slowly, the investment-capital infrastructure materialized to the point where now, "There's
more money available in Atlanta for
new technology companies than I can
ever recall," Hodges says. "And there's
an enormous amount of opportunity
for those investments."
"The better it gets, the better it
gets," is how Charles Moseley Jr. describes the snowball effect of venturecapital lending in Atlanta. A 1965
industrial engineering graduate of
Tech, Moseley is general partner with
the venture capital firm Noro-Moseley,
the largest in the Southeast.
"Ten, 15 years ago we were investing in all kinds of different companies,
kind of a smorgasbord," he says. "The
Southeast was a pretty diverse area,
and if you made your living only on
technology there really wasn't that
much to do. In the past five years or so
we've gone almost exclusively into
information technology, medical technology and those kinds of things."
And the center of the Southeast's
technological universe is metro
Atlanta. Venture capitalists are here
because this is where the opportunity
is, Moseley says. Though it may seem
like a chicken-or-the-egg question,
"The fact is they both come first and
they both need to be ingredients," he
explains. "There's nothing new about
that — Silicon Valley has had that
going on in spades for many years."
Of necessity, venture capitalists
take a range of factors into account in
evaluating opportunities. Near the top
of the list is the availability of talent.
"If you're looking at moving a company here or starting a company here,
access to people who have technological skills is a pretty important thing,"
Moseley says. "When you look around
the Southeast, Tech stands out loud

"If you look at the folks who have been involved in technology
development in Atlanta or associated with technology companies, a lot are
Georgia Tech folks, alumni or others close to Tech in some fashion."

Wayne Hodges: "ATDC helped develop
the infrastructure we've got today."

and clear as a top talent producer."
From an economic point of view,
local money makes it easier for area
startups to receive backing, according
to Moseley. Lenders benefit because
they are able to stay closer to their
investments, he says.
While obviously pleased that
Atlanta's and Georgia's continuing
inroads toward a high-tech economy
have received national attention, area
technology leaders caution against
getting carried away by a single magazine article or institutional report.
"We're thrilled to be in the No. 2

position in the Forbes article, and it's
great when you're recognized by an
outside agency with a good reputation
like the Milken Institute," says GRA's
Cassidy. "But you can almost guarantee there will be other rankings by
other groups that put us at different
numbers. We have to keep our eyes on
the long-term trends and not get hung
up on numbers. I wouldn't want folks
to think our work is done."
There seems to be little danger that
Georgia's technology community will
rest on its history. For starters, Georgia
Tech has announced plans for a $148
million campus expansion into Midtown that will include offices "where

high-tech businesses will thrive and
interact with Georgia Tech," says Tech
President Clough.
"Our move across the freeway
reconnects Georgia Tech to its natural
neighborhood to the east," he continues. "Our plans include facilities that
are much needed to allow us to meet
growing demands for our services in
continuing and executive education
while providing a platform for our
Management College to reach national
levels of prominence. Without the
options created by the Midtown
project, Georgia Tech would be confined to a circumstance like that of a
root-bound plant that strives to grow,
Fall 2000 • GEORGIA TECH
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"There will be other rankings by other groups that put us at different
numbers. We have to keep our eyes on the long-term trends and not
get hung up on numbers. I wouldn't want folks to think our work is done."

but cannot because it is bound by its
own limits."
The Georgia Research Alliance is
gearing up to open the Center for
Applied Genetic Technology, a research-and-technology incubator at the
University of Georgia aimed at agricultural and biotechnology initiatives.
Another new GRA facility already in
operation is EmTech, a high-end research collaboration between Emory
University and Georgia Tech.
[ithin the next two years,
plans call for an ATDCtype operation to be
established in Augusta
and tied to the Medical
College of Georgia. Also on the boards
is a technology-development center
based at Skidaway Institute of Oceanography in Savannah.
In these efforts the alliance is deploying a unique "seamless" approach
that supports everything from discovery through translational research to
commercialization, says Cassidy.
"ATDC is a partner with the research alliance," Cassidy explains.
"We're putting the underlying infrastructure in place — core facilities,
labs, test beds and so forth — and then
we involve ATDC in helping commercialize some of the discoveries."
It's a formula Cassidy believes will
help propel Georgia further into the
upper ranks of high-tech economies —
and keep it there.
"As long as the trend is continuing
upward and we understand what's
driving it, there's cause for the community to feel very proud." GT
Gary Goettling is a freelance writer in Atlanta,
specializing in business and technology.
The center of the Southeast's technological universe is Atlanta. Venture capitalists are here because this is where the
opportunity is, Charles Moseley says.
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1999-2000
A Year of Opportunities
and Accomplishments

Annual Report
The Georgia Tech Alumni Association

By N. Allen Robertson, IE 69 • It has.been my honor to serve as

OVERVIEW

president of our Alumni Association during the 1999-2000 year. The
experience has been a highlight of my professional life. To say the
year has been successful and exciting would be an understatement.
The Association experienced progress and
change while holding to the rich traditions that
are dear to all Georgia Tech alumni.
There are far too many accomplishments to list, but I would like to share a few of
the most gratifying to me.

Reunions were

Our involvement with Georgia Tech
students expanded significantly. The Student

held by the
Joseph P.

The 53rd Roll

classes of 1949,

Alumni Association added substantial membership, more than 40 per-

Irwin, IM 80,

Call surpassed

1954, 1959,

cent of graduates participated in our T-Week activities before com-

was named

its $7.8 million

1964, 1969, 1974

executive

goal by raising

and 1979. The

director of the

$7,831,303 ...

classes of 1949,

Georgia Tech

Homecoming

1959 and 1974

Alumni Associa-

attracted more

observed their

tion in October

than 1,200

respective anniversary mile-

mencement, and the largest graduating class in Tech's history was
inducted into the Association in May.
Our alumni clubs continue to provide opportunities for Tech
alumni to get together to catch up on Tech news, provide worthwhile
service to their communities and have fun. Four new clubs were chartered, bringing our total to 68 clubs from coast to coast. Clubs in 20
cities sponsored Roll Out events for the Campaign for Georgia Tech.

1999, becoming

alumni to

only the sixth

campus during

stones by raising

person to hold

the weekend of

a total of

that position in

Oct. 8-9...

$15,856,838

Thanks also to Jacksonville, Fla., club members, who assisted in orga-

the Alumni

for special class

nizing the many events associated with our second consecutive visit

Association's 79-

memorial

to the Gator Bowl. The New Year's Eve extravaganza was spectacular.

year history ...

projects at Tech.

Communications with our members expanded during the
year. The publications were improved and a new Web site established
an Internet portal and began offering all members e-mail for life.
Roll Call, under the strong leadership of Bert Thornton, IM 68,
raised a record $7.8 million from more than 24,000 donors. The consistent support by Tech alumni and friends to the Institute's financial
needs is one of the hallmarks of the Tech tradition. The Georgia Tech
Alumni Association Roll Call Matching Gift Endowment was established with funds generated by our affinity credit card arrangement
with MBNA-America. Proceeds from the endowment will be used to
promote participation in the Roll Call.
Our search for a new executive director was successfully completed with the hiring of Joe Irwin, IM 80. Joe brings great insight,
enthusiasm and business experience to the position. The Association
is in great hands with Joe at the helm.
These are just the highlights.
I can confidently add that the Georgia Tech Alumni Association
is sound financially, is staffed and organized to provide the highest
level of service to our alumni, is seeking new and better ways to further our mission, and is committed to upholding the traditions and
honor of our great alma mater — the Georgia Institute of Technology.

Reorganized to
consolidate accounting, computing and information services,
building maintenance and
purchasing ...
Accounting
maintains business records,
manages investments, assesses
cash flows
and produces
all financial
reports ...

Computing and
information
services maintains the Association database
of more than
80,000 alumni
records and
oversees computing needs ...
Installed two new
network servers
and upgraded
20 computer
systems ...

Updated new
constituent information for the
2000 alumni
directory, entered more than
35,000 gifts and
processed more
than 2,000 requests for constituent information for alumni.

Alumni constituency groups,
affinity programs, advertising and
merchandising
have been
grouped under
Alumni
Relations and
Business
Development...

The number of
Georgia Tech
clubs increased
to 68 ... Alumni
participated in
more than 150
club events
around the country with speakers
from academia
and the Athletic
Association ...

t
ff

Clubs in 20 cities
organized and
produced 25
Capital
Campaign
Roll Out events
on behalf of
President Wayne
Clough and the
Georgia Tech
Foundation ...

«

fe'

The second
annual George
O'Leary Spring
Golf Tour and
Banquets
visited 15 cities
and raised in
excess of
$50,000 for
Georgia Tech
academic and
athletic scholarships ... The
Georgia Tech
Band Alumni
supported the
Band through
fund raising and
mentoring.

NEW STRUCTURE EMPHASIZES
ACCOUNTABILITY AND ALUMNI NEEDS

ALUMNI RELATIONS AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

H

ow can the Georgia Tech Alumni Association
better serve a constituency growing younger,
increasingly diverse and more Internet savvy?
These are among the issues that emerged from a
comprehensive evaluation and reorganization of the
Alumni Association's operations this past year.
In October 1999, in one of his first acts as executive director and with the support of the board of
trustees' Executive Committee, Joe Irwin, IM 80,
initiated a process-mapping exercise of the Alumni
Association's work and departments. The idea was
to identify and understand the major processes involved in carrying out the Association's business.
The exercise enabled an assessment of the organizational strengths and weaknesses, and pointed to
areas for improvement, greater efficiency and a
higher level of professionalism.
At the same time, the Association's mission to
support Georgia Tech and foster ties between the
Institute and alumni was examined to identify challenges and opportunities that the future will bring.
Specific programs and activities sponsored by the
Alumni Association were also considered in the context of implementing that historical mission. The
process involved staff recommendations, market
research and focus groups, demographic research
and an extensive peer review of Association activities by representatives of other leading universities.
"Change is not something you take lightly, but
it is necessary for any organization to succeed and
to continue to be relevant," Irwin says. "It's a tenet
of any good organization, whether it's an alumni
relations group or a consumer goods company. You
have to constantly learn more about your constituency, and find what is relevant and valuable and
then find ways to bring that value to them."
The strategic appraisal revealed that the alumni
base is becoming younger and more demographically diverse, as well as reflective of the lifestyle
changes representative of the society at large. Recent
Tech graduates are interested in electronic communication, particularly on the Web. Unlike alumni of a
generation ago, they are less likely to identify with
their graduating year. Instead, they may relate to
each other more on the basis of shared experiences,
such as membership in a student club or life in a parContinued

Clubs organized
away-game
football tours
to Navy, Duke,
Wake Forest and
Florida State, as
well as a Gator
Bowl tour to
Jacksonville ...
The Young
Alumni Network was developed to connect
alumni who have
graduated within
the past 10
years ...

Through the
Georgia Tech
Travel Adventures program,
200 alumni and
friends traveled
throughout the
world. Destinations included
the Czech Republic, New
Zealand, South
Africa, Scotland,
Mexico, Italy,
Russia and
Sweden ...

Royalties
from MBNA
Alumni Association credit
cards topped
$413,000, while
income from the
MCI Worldwide
program reached
$67,000...
Merchandise
sales totaled
$32,200...
Advertising
in alumni publications brought
a combined
$188,000...

The Minority
Affairs Committee hosted a
reception for
graduating minority students in
conjunction with
T-Week, a jazz
reception during
Homecoming
weekend for
alumni and
students, and
a pre-game
tailgate party
for alumni.

CAMPUS RELATIONS

Created by
reorganization ...
responsible for
student associations, student
recruiting and
club scholarships, student
programs, parent
relations and
Family Weekend
... Gave each
entering freshman a rat cap
during convocation ... The Student Alumni Association hosted
an ice cream
social during
RATS Week for
some 400 new
students ...

More than 100
volunteers
worked at 120
college fairs
across the
United States
as part of the
Ramblin'
Recruiter
Program ...
In fall 2000,
37 clubs
awarded more
than $180,000 in
scholarships to
116 freshmen
from alumni club
areas ...

COMMUNICATIONS

Student
Ambassadors
were involved in
60 events during
the year, such as
hosting events at
the president's
box at Dodd Stadium and conducting campus
tours for alumni
... The Legacy
Lunch cookout
for incoming
legacy students
and their families
attracted 200
participants ...
Ongoing Student
Alumni Association initiatives
included the
Mentor Program,
the Georgia
Power Exchange Program, Adoptan-Alum and
Liaisons to
Incoming College Students
(GTLINCS)...

Spring T-Week
attracted 400
students —
nearly 40 percent of graduating seniors ...
Approximately
900 parents and
family members
attended Family
Weekend'99
Membership in
the Parents'
Association
reached 1,300
families ...
Parents donated
approximately
$17,000 to student programs
... The Enrichment Fund
raised $37,000,
an 87 percent
increase over the
previous year.

The revamped
department produces alumni
publications and
oversees the
Living History
initiative ...
Living History
staff conducted
49 oral-history
interviews and
produced
15 videos...
worked with the
Georgia Tech
Library to produce the Web
site, "Georgia
Tech: Telling It
Like It Was," a
digital video
program ...

Tech Topics
won a national
Bronze Award for
Excellence from
the Council for
the Advancement and Support of Education
The Georgia
Tech Alumni
Magazine
received five
gold awards,
including general excellence,
two silver awards
and a bronze
award in the
Georgia Magazine Association's annual
competition.

EVENT
MANAGEMENT

Staffed by professionals in the
events planning
discipline, this
newly formed
department
plans and stages
events such as
Homecoming,
Family Weekend, Leadership Georgia
Tech and football tailgate
parties The
annual George
C. Griffin Pi
(3.14) Mile
Road Race
attracted more
than 250 runners
... The Alumni
Association
hosts more than
30,000 people at
annual events.

ticular residence hall, or through their professions.
Attracting both financial and volunteer involvement is increasingly competitive as alumni are solicited by numerous nonprofit groups and special
causes — including the colleges of the Institute itself. Continuous and appropriate market research
among the alumni base is one initiative that the
Alumni Association is using to understand what can
compel alumni to connect with Tech. Another
longer-term approach to stand out from the bevy of
demands is to establish closer ties with students.
"Cultivating future alumni through connecting
with them while they're here is fundamental to our
future success," Irwin says. In addition, the growing
number and influence of graduate students at Tech
indicates an opportunity for the Alumni Association
to cultivate an important new constituency group.
The market and trend analysis, combined with
the results of the process mapping, suggest the
Alumni Association's mission would be best served
through a strategic focus on communication, technology, changes in alumni needs, student relations
and collaboration with other Tech departments.
To facilitate those areas, the Association was
restructured into eight departments: Administration,
Human Resources, Communications, Campus Relations, Alumni Relations, Marketing, Event Management and Roll Call.
The new structure is flatter, more functionally
driven and efficient. With its strategic focus on meeting alumni needs and expectations, the organization
offers a flexible framework to accommodate future
change. It also provides a greater measure of mobility and professionalism for Alumni Association staff.
The departments are united by a qualitative
objective: "Know our customers and delight them."
Association-wide quantitative goals include increasing the number of Roll Call donors and the dollar
amount raised each year and increasing the level of
participation by alumni in Association-sponsored
activities.
Also, each department has formulated tangible
measures of success along with plans to achieve
those benchmarks.
"This reorganization is not the end of the process," Irwin says. "I think this is a step in the right
direction that may hold us for 18 months, but we'll
evolve and have some further changes down the
road. We won't stand still."

HUMAN RESOURCES AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT
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^COME

Balance Sheet

Revenue/Expenses
ASSETS

BUDGET
FY'00

REVENUE

Cash and Cash Equivalents
Accounts Receivable, net
Prepaid Expenses
Investments
Inventory
Property and equipment, net
Antique Ramblin' Wreck
Total Assets

$62,975
336,513
33,140
1,661,960
47,887
738,839
12.500

$47,518
418,001
39,462
1,747,801
14,446
768.552
12,500

$2,893,814

$3,048,280

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Liabilities:
Accrued expenses
Contribution payable
Deferred revenue
Total Liabilities
Commitments and contingencies
Unrestricted net assets:
Expended for property, plant
and equipment
Designated for investment
Available for operations

$437,021
131,912
40,000
950,725

$502,005
133,487
60,000
93,514

$1,559,658

$789,006

$751,339

$781,052

582,817

783,893
694,329

Total unrestricted net assets

$1,334,156

$2,259,274

Total liabilities and net assets

$2,893,814

$3,048,280

ACTUAL
FY'OO

VARIANCE

GT Foundation
..$3,831,547 $3,831,547
GT State Contribution ...
180,888
173.932
Advertising
340,000
187,945
Bulletin
85,000
80,200
145,800
Career Conference
182,350
Alumni Tours
45,944
28,386
Allocation from
96,133
96.133
Cash Reserves
Merchandise Sales
27,506
25.854
(net of Cost of Sales)
Credit Card Royalties
425,000
412,998
8,000
6,217
Insurance Royalties
Tailgate Sponsors
10,000
10,000
Other Sources of Revenue .. 4,000
19,510
Faculty House Funds
5,000
5,000
WorldCom Royalties ,,.,.,
75.000
66,617

$0
(6,956)
(152,055)
(4,800)
36,550
(17,558)
0

Total

(153,129)

$5,279,818 $5,126,689

(1,652)
(12,002)
(1,783)
0
15,510
0
(8,383)

EXPENDITURES
Personnel Services
....3,016.254
Administration
.... 361,100
Market Research
....
58,425
Computing & Technical . .... 125,060
Services
Living History Program ..
9,395
Gift Processing
3,700
Career Services
.... 159,505
Publications
.... 558,100
Clubs
.... 174.400
Roll Call
.... 530,357
Marketing
....
30,650
Programs
.... 116,472
Student Relations
.... 117,480
Tours
....
18,920

2,746,630
361.549
32,948
142,849

(269,624)
449
(25,477)
17,789

7,955
4,007
171,974
548,145
342,270
443,575
36,551
157,186
112,860
12,830

(1,440)
307
12,469
(9,955)
167,870
(86,782)
5,901
40,714
(4,620)
(6,090)

• * %r | i a m\ i
$5,279,818 $5,121,329
Total ¥*Z"..Z4.

(158,489)

Excess (Deficiency)
of revenue over expenses

$0

$5,360

$5,360

66

e re giving

Georgia
Tech
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blue

support.'

Sign up now
and Georgia N a t u r a l Gas w i l l make a donation t o t h e Alumni A s s o c i a t i o n .
With a number of gas companies to choose from, it's important to make the right choice. To help make the choice as easy as
possible, here's a way you can benefit Georgia Tech. Switch to Georgia Natural Gas and we'll make a donation on your behalf to the
Georgia Tech Alumni Association to support programs and student scholarships.
Like Georgia Tech, Georgia Natural Gas is a local institution. We share a commitment to serving the community. And our
employees have years of experience providing dependable gas service to Georgians. In that spirit, we're making this special opportunity
available to Georgia Tech alumni, faculty, staff and students. So don't miss out. Choosing a reliable natural gas provider doesn't
have to be confusing. In fact, the answer is right in your hands. Now that's true blue.
To take advantage ofthis special offer, call now 1 ~ 8 8 8 " 4

GAS

G U Y (1-888-442-7489). Be sureto mention the

Georgia Tech offer and your special code GT32.

6

Georgia Natural Gas
A SISTER COMPANY OF ATLANTA GAS LIGHT*

"Selection of Georgia Natural Gas will not result in preferential treatment by Atlanta Gas Light Company. © 2000 SouthStar Energy Services, LLC.
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Technology
offers a more
direct role for the
individual voter,
but also more
responsibility.
There is always
the puzzling
question: How
much should
public policy
influence
technology...
and vice versa.
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ifferent keystrokes for different
folks: For some, the impact of technology on politics means they can
order a "Bush-Cheney 2000" baby
bib online. For others, it means
voting by computer. For others, it means the
future of the national agenda: intellectual
property rights, globalization, privacy, education and taxes.
For all, it can mean a more direct role for
the individual voter in national politics. And
that's something that seems to happen in the
United States every time the century turns.
Early in the 19th century, cheap printing
presses sparked the first mass political movements, notes Robert C. "Bob" McMath Jr.,
Georgia Tech's vice provost for undergraduate studies. Early in the 20th century, radio —
followed, of course, by television — allowed
office holders to take their cases directly to
voters, bypassing political parties and operatives in the setting of priorities.
Now, it could lessen the grip of deeppocket donors on politicians and candidates
— a sort of "www.campaign finance reform"
that doesn't need approval from Congress to
become reality. Basically, candidates use Web
sites to interact with voters, a much less expensive campaign strategy than the traditional commercials, polls and focus groups.
"Technology contributed to the decline of
political parties — who needs political party
bosses if they have TV? — but at the same
time, it raised the price of entry," with the
cost of air time, McMath notes. "We had this
mad dash of campaign reform. The emergence of Web sites reopens that process because anyone can create a Web site and do
what they darn well please."
Of course, it's up to site visitors to decide if
they believe what they're reading, McMath
notes.
"At this point in time, these are innovations, not real transformations," says Georgia
Persons, a political science professor in Tech's
School of Public Policy. "We have seen no
indications that any of this is actually bringing new people into any kind of involvement

in politics. It's simply that, as opposed to
sitting down and watching the evening news,
activists and people reasonably involved in
politics now have more options as to how to
become more informed."
One of the most immediate questions politicians and voters will have to decide about
technology is whether they want to vote electronically. The electronic electoral process
was used for the first time this year at a national convention, when Democrats used 56
iMacs to choose Al Gore and Joe Lieberman
as their guys. The Republicans had agreed to
try the same process, then changed their
minds.
• * *
oting electronically has its pluses and
minuses, says Barry Bozeman, a professor in Tech's School of Public Policy. A
big plus is that time zones would lessen in
importance.
"One thing it would change is that as you
go across the nation, people in the East have
the ability to influence people in the West —
before people out West go to vote, exit polls
from the East have declared a winner,"
Bozeman says.
"But there's the possibility of a technological breakdown, not that we don't have that
possibility now, but it's not as widely distributed," Bozeman adds. "Conceivably, there's
the possibility for fraud — no less or greater
than now, but different — or terrorism. If
someone was bent on sabotaging the electoral
process, he could do so."
The greatest impact technology could have
on campaigns, Persons says, is transforming
the way that people physically vote. Instead
of having to stand in line at a precinct near
where they live, they could simply stop wherever they find themselves during the day at a
voting machine similar to a bank's ATM.
"We have the technology to do this now;
there's no reason why you have to go back to
the local precinct to vote," Persons says.
Electronic voting isn't done now simply
because of tradition, she says, adding that
concerns about corruption in electronic voting
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"Most people think
that technology is the
not-so-secret ingredient driving the American economy," says
RICHARD BARKE,
associate professor
in Tech's Ivan Allen
College, and a specialist in technology
and science policy.
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Technology is
more and more
refining focus
groups, and that
influences how
campaigns are
being structured.
Politicians are
building their
hopes, and
tailoring their
ideas, to how
well they play
in Peoria.
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may be overblown: "If the bank can fix it so
that I can't get $30,000 out of an ATM when I
don't have it in my account, technicians can
fix voting concerns."
Electronic voting could also allow for
same-day registration, Persons notes. Now,
someone has to register to vote at least 30
days before an election to give election officials time to verify his or her eligibility.
Even with electronic voting, the nation
probably would keep the electoral college, the
little-understood group that actually decides
who will be the next president and vice president, says Richard Barke, associate professor
of Tech's Ivan Allen College, and a specialist
in technology and science policy.
The president and vice president are the
only elected federal officials who aren't chosen by direct vote of the people. Rather, each
state chooses the same number of electors as it
has U.S. senators and representatives. They
cast ballots that are counted by the president
of the U.S. Senate. The idea was that electors
could enhance the power of small states and
protect the election from the passions of the
public.
Although the electors usually follow the
popular vote, that's not always the case: in
1876, Rutherford B. Hayes was elected president by electors even though he didn't win
the popular vote. The same thing happened in
1888, when electors, not voters, sent Benjamin
Harrison to the White House. It nearly happened in 1960 when John F. Kennedy defeated Richard Nixon, Barke notes.
While it might seem that electronic balloting would make the electoral college obsolete,
there are other reasons to keep it, Barke says.
First is that doing away with it would require
a constitutional amendment, a feat of notorious difficulty. Second, it adds governing
"oomph" to a candidate who just squeaked
past his opponent.
"It gives the winner more of a rationale for
having a popular mandate," Barke says.
"Congress might toy with someone who only
wins 43 percent of the popular vote, as Bill
Clinton did in 1992, but his capture of 69

percent of the electoral vote allowed him to
govern with much more confidence."
Other than electronic balloting at the
Democratic convention, this year's presidential campaign hasn't showcased much whizbang gadgetry, several technology experts
say. Both candidates have Web sites
(www.georgebush.com and www.algore2000.
com), and numerous ties to other Web sites —
national parties, collegiate groups and think
tanks.
* • •
igger than Web sites, though, are exit
polls and focus groups — and the way
they're being honed by technology,
Bozeman says. "There are a lot of social technologies that have been involved for quite a
while that are now advancing. Exit polling
was a big deal when it came out, now it's
becoming more and more refined. And focus
groups have pretty much taken over; campaigning is nothing more than screening 'Star
Wars: The Prequel.' It all depends on how
well it runs in Trenton."
Still, the political conventions did contain
overtones of ways that technology is beginning to impact public policy, Bozeman says.
"There weren't any surprises, but the
Democratic platform was much more specific
than in the past. There was the whole notion
about having the great expansion of the
Internet in the classroom, which is a very 'Al
Gore' kind of proposal but also pretty tangible," Bozeman says. "And no one overlooked the fact that he wants to double the
National Institutes of Health budget."
Overall, Bozeman says, the conventions
show that politicians probably will treat technology issues like they do others.
"There was quite a bit of business as usual,
with the Democrats assisting technology and
the Republicans thinking about ways to remove barriers to the market," Bozeman says.
Both sides, he notes, endorsed making
permanent the tax credits for research and
development. That's because technology is
getting the credit for the country's go-go
economy, adds Barke.
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The greatest impact
technology could have
on campaigns is transforming the way people
physically vote. Instead
of going to a precinct
near their home, they
could stop at any voting
machine anywhere. "We
have the technology to
do this now," says
GEORGIA PERSONS,
a political science
professor in Tech's
School of Public Policy.
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The political conventions did contain
overtones of ways
technology is beginning
to impact public policy.
There weren't any
surprises, but there
was, for example, the
Democrats' whole
notion about having the
great expansion of the
Internet in the classroom, says BARRY
BOZEMAN, a professor
in Tech's School of
Public Policy.
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"Most people, including [Federal Reserve
Chairman] Alan Greenspan, think that technology is the not-so-secret ingredient driving
the American economy," Barke says. "The
surprisingly low unemployment and low
inflation doesn't fit traditional models, so
there's some mystery factor and the consensus seems to be that it has to do with information technology, the access that people and
businesses have to information in quantities
and qualities that we've never been able to
see before."
With credit comes scrutiny about whether
states should tax sales over the Internet, how
to tax "dot-com" employees who earn most of

their money in stock options rather than paychecks, how to protect individual privacy in
an online economy and how many visas
should be issued to highly skilled foreigners
to fill high-tech jobs in this country.
* • *
lot of the most important issues in this
campaign derive directly from government funding of research and development," Barke says, noting that the U.S. government is spending $80 billion in R&D this
year. "In the pharmaceutical industry, we
wouldn't have controversies over prescription
prices if were not for research done, yes, by
the companies, but at a more basic level
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through the National Institutes of Health.
"And then there are controversies about
the 'Digital Divide,' the questions as to who's
being left behind in an information economy," Barke adds.
The government's successful anti-mo-

nopoly lawsuit against Microsoft may not
have the technology-deadening impact some
pundits fear, Barke says.
"The controversy really isn't about technology; it's about what the rules of competition are in this new world," Barke says. GT

At Home on the Internet
P V l i t i c a l parties are
p " ^ making active use of
the Internet to inform
voters of their positions —
and the positions of their
rivals. But whether that use is
effective or not depends on
the views of the browser.
At the Bush Web page,
visitors can download, or
send via e-mail to the newspaper of their choice, a
canned "letter to the editor,"
supporting the candidate.
There's also a contest to
name his campaign plane.
At the Gore site, visitors
are treated to live shots from
his Nashville, Tenn., campaign headquarters. A clock
ticks off the days, hours,
minutes and seconds that
Bush has declined to respond to an invitation to
debate.
Both sites sell campaign
paraphernalia, with reassurances that all items are made
in the United States. Interestingly, someone who digs
through all the golf shirts,
buttons and yard signs available at www.gorestore.com
is provided with a convenient
link to www.hillarystuff.com,
where a mousepad advertis-

ing the First Lady's run for
the Senate in New York goes
for just $7.
Bush, in particular, has
been derided for not registering several domain
names connected to his
name, or allowing them to
lapse so that anyone could
buy them.
In the brave new world of
the Internet, that can lead to
real trouble — such as
someone else using the
name and linking it to a
pornography site, notes
Danny Sullivan, editor of the
online publication Search
Engine Watch (http://
searchenginewatch.com).
Some of the most interesting sites related to the
presidential campaign are
nonpartisan. At www.speak
out.com, run by MSNBC, the
cable television collaboration between Microsoft and
NBC, visitors can calculate
how much they would pay
under Gore and Bush tax
proposals. They can take a
"Votematch" quiz designed
to help them determine if
they're liberal, conservative,
or libertarian.
Speakout, and several
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similar sites, also provide
much more information about
third-party candidates and
platforms than is available in
daily newspapers and
broadcasts.
To follow the money,
voters can visit www.open
secrets.org, which lists campaign contributions as reported to the Federal Elections Commission. The Web
site is operated by the Center for Responsive Politics, a
Washington, D.C.-based
nonprofit funded largely
through grants, says spokesman Steve Weiss.
There, a visitor finds that
high-tech companies have
contributed $13 million to the
2000 presidential campaigns. Leading the pack is
Microsoft, at $2.2 million,
evenly split among Democrats and Republicans.
And then there's the
Skeleton Closet (www.real
change.org), a Web site that
promises "all the dirt on all
the candidates — because
character does matter." And
yes, it delivers — often with
attributions and footnotes
from national, usually reputable, publications, GT

A lot of the
most important
issues in this
campaign derive
directly from
government
funding of
research and
development
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Swinging Ring
Craig Bennett is a master at restoring
historic towers for change-ringing bells
By Maria M. Lameiras
Photography by Gary Meek and Curtis Compton

W

hile a piano
maker crafts the
finest wood to
house the delicate inner workings of his
creations, Craig Bennett
encases his instruments in
sterner stuff.
Bennett's instruments are
solid-bronze change-ringing
bells, and their cases are
towers of steel, concrete and
brick. And, while acoustics
are of prime importance,
Bennett must make strength
a priority or the force of the
swinging bells will cause the
tower to come crashing
down.
Bennett, who holds three
degrees from Georgia Tech
— architecture and civil
engineering, both in 1978,
and a master's degree in civil
engineering in 1981—is
head of engineering for
Cummings & McCrady, a
Charleston, S.C., architectural and engineering firm.
Since joining the firm in
1990, Bennett has turned a
penchant for historic preservation into an expertise in
restoring and building towers
58
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for change-ringing bells — a
mathematical system of
ringing the full-wheel bells
that originated in England in
the mid-1600s.
In change ringing, between eight and 12 ringers
stand in an inward-facing
circle and ring the bells according to calculated patterns. Bennett became so
fascinated with bell ringing,
he studied it as an art and
has become an "occasional
change-ringer."
St. Michael's Episcopal
Church in Charleston was the
firm's first bell-tower project.
It was a challenge because
there are only about 40 sets
of change-ringing bells in
North America, compared to
several thousand in England.
"After doing historic restoration work on St. Michael's in
1993, we rehung their bells
for change ringing in a 1764
bell tower to which we had
done significant structural
upgrades," Bennett says.
"We took their bells down
and sent them back to
England for restoration, then
restored the tower and re-

Since 1990, Craig
Bennett has turned a
penchant for historic
preservation into an
expertise in restoring and building
towers for changeringing bells — a
mathematical system of ringing the
full-wheel bells that
originated in England
in the mid-1600s.

^v

n.

hung the bells in a new
timber frame.
"When we took the bells
down, we realized they had
originally been hung for
change ringing, but they
hadn't been used that way
since their 1866 rehanging.
We got in touch with Alan
Hughes at the Whitechapel
Bell Foundry in London,
which had re-cast the bells in
1866. Hughes came over and
produced the original drawing for the frame for the 1866
rehanging.
"He said, 'Oh, I see. You
Yanks have bought a kit and
haven't installed it properly,'"
Bennett says with a laugh.
The frame had not fit, so the
bells had been hung for
striking with hammers, rather
than rope-pulled change
ringing.
Bennett has also restored
bell towers at First (Scots)
Presbyterian Church and
Grace Episcopal Church in
Charleston, and Stella Maris
Catholic Church on Sullivan's
Island, S.C. He is now working on the 1814 Episcopal
Cathedral of St. Luke and St.
Paul in Charleston and an
unannounced project for
another National Register
building.
This past summer,
Bennett directed construction
of the new 100-foot bell tower
at St. Luke's Episcopal
Church in downtown Atlanta,
and the installation of 10
solid-bronze bells.
At St. Luke's, Bennett
designed the tower using GT
STRUDL, a structural design
software developed at Tech.
He used the program for
analysis of the concrete
tower and to determine the
structural effects of 10,000
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pounds of bells on a 10,000pound frame being rung in
the belfry.
The swinging bells have a
lateral force of 25,000
pounds and the tower must
be extremely rigid for the bell
ringers to control the bells.
"The allowable movement
of the tower is only one-thirtysecondth of an inch at bell
level," Bennett says. "You
have to have very low
stresses in the materials."
However, the bell tower is
"first and foremost an instrument," says Daniel Beaman,
president of Cummings &
McCrady and project architect for the work at St. Luke's.
"The tower becomes a
case for the bells, much like
the case of a piano," says
Beaman, who has also become a bell-ringer. "You have
to be concerned with proportion and acoustics as well as
practical matters such as
rigidity."

S

t. Luke's tower is fashioned of reinforced,
poured concrete with a
brick skin and is constructed
to account for the acoustics
of the bells, incorporating
narrow windows and louvered sound-control hatches
to modulate the bells'
volume.
While structural design
and acoustics are essential
to the project, aesthetics is
another.
"It's darn hard to get a
new building to look like an
old building because the
building codes don't let us
build the way most traditional
buildings are built," Bennett
says.
Beaman says small
changes are significant.

"The codes are so different today that the widths of
the doors have to be different
and it changes the proportions of the building,"
Beaman explains. "Changes
like those are subtle but, if
you get enough of them, the
whole look of the building is
different."
Beaman says he went to
"extraordinary lengths" to get
a custom mix of brick colors
for St. Luke's tower to closely
match the rest of the church,
which was built in 1906.
The firm also performed a
structural and aesthetic renovation inside St. Luke's sanctuary.
"We tied the chancel arch
back together again after it
had separated. Also, the floor
of the chancel had dropped
several inches and we raised
it without destroying all of the
tile in there," Bennett says.
The company performed
several smaller operations
such as stiffening the nave
floor, replacing tiles in the
aisle and replacing all of the
floors in the church's basement under the chancel.
They also structurally
strengthened, cleaned and
refinished the yellow pine
woodwork on the nave
trusses and ceiling, restoring
the woodwork from a dull
near-black to a burnished
brown. Work on the entire
project took just under a year
and a half.
Cotten Alston, the owner's
representative for the church
on the project, says the
completion of the bell tower
is the realization of a 30-year
dream for the parish.
"An anonymous donor
gave the seed money of just
over $1 million for the bell

At St Luke's,
Bennett designed
the tower using GT
STRUDL, a
structural design
software developed at
Tech, to determine
the structural effects
of10,000 pounds of
bells on a 10,000pound frame being
rung in the belfry.

Bennett checks the alignment of bells hoisted to
the top of the reconstructed bell tower of St.
Luke's Episcopal Church,
just a few blocks from the
Tech campus in Atlanta.

project," Alston says, adding
that the donor requested that
the tower be constructed for
change-ringing bells. The
total cost for the project was
$9.7 million.
Peter Trotman, a professional bell hanger with Eayre
& Smith, an independent bellhanging company in the
United Kingdom, came to
seat the bells, which swing
just over 360 degrees, in the
frame his company designed.
The bells and wheels are
arranged so that the bell
ropes hang in a rough circle
in the ringing room so the
ringers can see each other
as they pull the ropes.
As the bells were hung,
Trotman and a team of three
other men, strapped into
safety harnesses, followed
each bell up and seated
each in its place, clamped
them into the frame, leveled
and squared the wheels and
tightened up all of the bolts
that keep each bell in place.
Eight of the 10 bells in St.
Luke's tower were purchased
from St. Helen's Anglican
Church in Escrick, Yorkshire,
England, and the remaining
two were cast in the Netherlands, Bennett says. Sets of
change-ringing bells generally contain from six to 12
bells.

O

n Oct. 22, St. Luke's
observes a dedication
ceremony at which
the bells will be rung publicly
for the first time. They will
then be rung each week for
the 9 and 11:15 a.m. services, as well as for special
services, including weddings
and funerals.
"Everyone's very excited;
it is the culmination of a
dream," Alston says, OT
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We Have 93,000 Associates
Nationwide to Help You Relocate.

Let Us Find The Right Home For You.
J

enny Pruitt & Associates is the name you can count on
whether your next move is around the corner or across the
country. As a member of the RELOSM Network, we work with
the nation's top brokers to provide you with the information
and contacts you need to make your move a success. Also,
through our Partnership Advantage Program with Georgia
Tech, we are able to offer unprecedented local and national
real estate services including:
• Premier real estate service for your needs in any city
in the U.S.
• Partnership discounts from preferred vendors
• Educational seminars
• Georgia Tech scholarship contribution for each
closed sale
As one of the most respected names in real estate, we are
committed to providing the best service to our clients, and we
are proud to be your exclusive alumni realtor sponsor. To
find out more about our extensive real estate services, simply
send in this coupon, or contact us by phone or e-mail. We
look forward to serving you and all the members of the
Georgia Tech community!

•

Yes! I would like a Jenny Pruitt & Associates National
Relocation Specialist to contact me.

•

Yes! Please send me information about the Jenny Pruitt &
Associates' Partnership Advantage Program.

•

Yes! Please send me the FREE Jenny Pruitt & Associates'
Atlanta Relocation Guide.

State

elephoi

Zip

JENNY PRUin

CHRISTIE'S
(JRIiAT I S I A I i:s

& ASSOCIATES, REALTORS'
990 Hammond Dr., NE, Suite 1035, Atlanta, GA 30328

(770) 394-5400 o r (800) 552-8608
elocationffjennypruitt.com

r.jennypruitt.Com

www.MyGTHome.com
TM

Georgia Tech's new StartPage
www.MyGTHome.com is your free all-access pass to the web.
You never have to leave the site to know the latest Georgia
Tech news. Plus headline news, e-mail, weather and shopping.
am

Get the Buzz at MyGTHome.com!
my^ personal, com

'flights a day.
cities.
countries.

Come Along.
A great big world is out there waiting for you, eager to share new experiences
and opportunities. When you're ready to go, we're ready to go to the ends of the earth for you.
Call your Travel Agent, or American at 1-800-433-7300, or visit us on the web at www.aa.com

AmericanAirlines
American/^
Europe

Latin

America

Canada

Caribbean

Mexico

Japan

United

American Airlines and American Eagle are registered trademarks of American Airlines, Inc. American Eagle is American's regional airline associate.
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Economic Adviser
Art Campbell is named assistant secretary of Commerce
By Maria M. Lameiras

A

rthur C. "Art" Campbell
wanted to design buildings;
instead he has spent his career
working to build communities.
Campbell, M CP 70, has been
sworn in as assistant secretary of
Commerce for Economic Development. He will be the principal adviser to Commerce Secretary
Norman Y. Mineta on matters concerning economic development in
the United States and its possessions.
President Bill Clinton appointed
Campbell to the post on Aug. 3.
"I look forward to working with Art
Campbell in continuing to bring the
unparalleled economic prosperity
created under the Clinton-Gore ad-

ministration to all of our nation's
communities," Mineta said.
Campbell described his outlook
on the importance of economic development during his recent Senate
confirmation hearing: "We have in
America today a combination of a
powerful and peaceful military, a
democratic and stable government,
and a strong and vigorous economy.
Yet in the midst of this plenty, we
have people and places that have
been left out and left behind.
"I believe that a challenge facing
EDA and the country at large is to act
in ways to provide more equal and
equitable economic outcomes. Economic equality is a public good. Society is more stable and stronger when
its people are able to fulfill their basic

m
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human aspirations. I believe economic
development that produces broadly
shared prosperity is in the public
interest and that achievement of such
prosperity is a public purpose."
Campbell, his wife and three children recently moved to Carrolton,
Ga.; he commutes to Washington.
Campbell was previously deputy
undersecretary for Rural Development at the Department of Agriculture.
In 1977, President Jimmy Carter
appointed him to serve as the Southeast regional director for the Farmer's
Home Administration. He resigned
the post when Ronald Reagan took
office as president, returning to work
in the private sector.
A native of Waugh, Ala., Campbell
earned a bachelor's degree from
Tuskegee Institute and worked for an
engineering firm in Birmingham, Ala.,
before entering graduate school at
Tech.
After receiving his master's degree,
Campbell went to work for the Southern Regional Council in Atlanta,
where he was involved in economic
and community development

projects. One task, the Municipal Coordination Project, assisted unincorporated areas qualify for federal programs and resources. He also started
a project that helped new city governments acquire health care, water and
sewer systems, affordable housing
and other basic services.
Campbell left the SRC in 1973 to
help establish the Southeast regional
office for the Housing Assistance
Council in Washington, D.C, a national nonprofit organization that provides assistance and loans for affordable housing in rural areas.
After serving in the Carter Administration, Campbell became a planning consultant working with nonprofit organizations doing development studies.
In 1995, Campbell was named to
President Clinton's transition team in
the Department of Agriculture.
As deputy secretary for rural development, Campbell worked on strategic plarining policy with officials in
all 50 states. He also spearheaded a
national rural policy study evaluating
federal programs for rural areas.
In his new job, Campbell says, he

approves the types of grants he has
worked most of his life helping communities seek.
"I've gotten letters from people all
over and, essentially, there is a feeling
out there that someone who knows
what they are going through is here,"
Campbell says. "That's been a good
feeling."
Campbell is well aware the November election may end his political
appointment—even if Democrat Al
Gore wins the election. The new president may make a new appointment to
the post.
"The work of the EDA and the
work of the country goes on even as
the election cycles go," Campbell says.
"I tell my staff the important thing is
to make sure you make a strong link
in the EDA chain—to make strong
economies in these communities
and to see the permanence in our
mission and in the roles we all play to
achieve it."
Comparing the role to passing a
baton in a relay race, Campbell says,
"You keep focused and keep going to
make it seamless. That is the way
democracy has to work."

Blending Cultures
Janet Davidson is named group president at Lucent Technologies
By Karen Hill
M A Milk .i dog sideways is a
^ V ^ V phrase from Janet DavidV V son's past. "VPNWorkX"
comes from her present.
While earning a master's degree
in electrical engineering at Georgia
Tech in 1979, Davidson, 43, learned
the lingo of The Varsity, one of her
favorite near-campus haunts. (For
those a bit rusty on Varsity-speak, the
first phrase translates into "hot dog
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to go with onions on the side."
The second phrase, relating to virtual private networks, is the type of
thing she now hears every day as the
president of Lucent Technologies'
InterNetworking Systems Group,
which provides Internet infrastructure
equipment. Davidson was named to
the position in May, becoming one of
six group presidents in the 153,000employee company.
Previously, she helped manage
Lucent's Access business and oversaw

the construction of a broadband network in California.
Davidson began her career at Bell
Laboratories, the precursor to Lucent
Technologies, in 1978.
Davidson's group, based in Murray Hill, N.J., provides long-distance
carriers and regional Bell operating
companies, among others, with networks and services they pass along to
business and residential customers.
Originally designed to carry voice
traffic, they now carry mostly data.

Her job is to wrestle the future of
these networks out of peoples' minds
and into reality — building the equipment that will make next-generation
networks run. It's work that pulls in
several areas of cutting-edge technology: optical networks, wireless, software.
A broad spectrum of background
experience helps, she says, including
work in research and development,
product marketing and management,
human resources and sales to both
small and large customers.
"In the fast-paced world of Internet
infrastructure, a group president
needs to have both technical and operational skills," Davidson notes.
Still, she says, on-the-job training
continues, especially as Lucent buys
other companies. So far this year, Lucent has bought, or announced plans
to buy, nine companies. Last year, it
bought 14.
"As the industry has moved more
to a model for R&D that includes both
in-house development as well as acquisitions, I am learning daily about
what it takes to blend the different
cultures and skills of our acquired
talent with that of our existing development teams," Davidson says.
Short-term, Davidson says her unit's
goals are delivering on current product commitments — and helping customers figure out what they'll need
next. Long-term, of course, is making
what they need.
Her specific role, she says, is to
give her employees a clear mission,
direction and resources, while removing roadblocks.
A New Jersey native, Davidson
says she came south to Tech because
of its reputation and to see a part of
the country outside the Northeast,
where she grew up and attended
college.
"The year I spent at Georgia Tech
was truly wonderful. It was a great
transition between college and the
work world," Davidson says. "In ad-

dition to the usual memories, like eating at the Varsity and attending concerts in Piedmont Park, I have very
fond memories of many of my
professors. One of my personal
favorites was Dr. Daniel Fielder and
his dog, Socrates, whom we all

fondly called 'Doc and Soc.'"
And even in her down time, there's
no real "down time."
Davidson's hobbies include sailing,
skiing, running, Rollerblading— and
when her legs scream for mercy—she
plays the piano.

Janet Davidson draws from a broad background experience to head Lucent group.
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Nobody wants to finish second. That's why IKON Office Solutions'" helps you compete better. By offering
copier systems and integrated computer networking solutions. By managing your company's mailroom and
copy center. And by handling your imaging and file conversion needs. We'll use the latest technology from companies
like Oce, Canon, IBM, Microsoft, Novell, Sharp, Ricoh and Compaq. All backed by a National Service
Guarantee. And all designed to help your company do one thing. Win. To help your company come in first, call us.
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to Win.
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Dynamic Industry
Krista Tillman helps BellSouth stay ahead of the technology curve
By Karen Hill

W

hat Krista Schuler
Tillman feared
would be a solitary line of work has
turned into a very, very
crowded field.
Tillman, who earned a
master of science degree in
applied statistics through
the industrial engineering
school in 1980, is the new
state president for
BellSouth in North Carolina. She's battling an array of telecommunications
competitors that offer everything from basic phone
lines to Internet, World
Wide Web and DSL services, ranging in size from
giants AT&T and Time
Warner-AOL to small
firms targeting niche
markets.
Now, Tillman
laughs about why
she hesitated to
join BellSouth,
then known as
Southern Bell,

in Atlanta, soon after
graduating from Tech.
"I remember having the
concern, 'If I ever leave
Southern Bell, then what
will I do? There's only one
phone company/ " Tillman
says. "That's certainly not
the case now.
"Undeniably, this is the
most dynamic industry in
the world today," she says.

"Companies are out of this
service, or into this service,
or merging, or deciding
not to merge. It's challenging just to keep up."
But those very dynamics help her sell BellSouth.
"It's the old values: reliability, always being
there," Tillman says.
Previous jobs in smallbusiness operations and
corporate strategy are a
help in her new position,
she says.
"Small business is
probably the most competitive area we have
now," Tillman says.
"There are 100 new
operators in the telecommunications world in
North Carolina alone,
and they're not
targeting the
Coca-Colas and
Deltas. They're
targeting the
small- to midsize companies."
Another part
of her job is to
make sure
BellSouth stays
ahead of the
technology
curve, fitting
customers with
the services
they need.
"It's clear the
world is going digital; we're in a world
that technology is
running," Tillman
says. "We offer pagers, DSL, Internet,
Web-hosting —

things people don't normally think of when they
think of the traditional
phone company. But we
do want our residential
and commercial customers
to think of us."
She got an early lesson
in being flexible at Georgia
Tech. Tillman graduated
from Georgia State University with a degree in mathematics and was working
as a math teacher at Towers High School when she
decided to return to graduate school, juggling roles
as daytime teacher and
nighttime student.
"There was a class I
needed one spring quarter
that was offered at 9 a.m. I
couldn't come then, and
called my guidance counselor," to see if another
class could be substituted,
Tillman recalls. "He said,
'When can you come?'
They changed the class to
4 p.m. My teeth dropped
on the floor. It was so personal, such a good way to
promote the program."
Tillman, an Atlanta native, moved to Charlotte
with her husband and 13year-old son this summer.
As she settles into her job,
she says, she is looking
forward to taking advantage of North Carolina's
many outdoor attractions.
"We're a real outdoors
family — running, tennis,
camping, going to swim
meets, and most recently,
going to dive meets," she
says.
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Georgia Tech
Alumni Association

Introducing an Auto Insurance
Program Designed with You in Mind
From MBNA Insurance Agency
Georgia Tech Alumni and Friends can save up to
$200 or more per year on their auto insurance rates!
How much can you save?
Your affiliation with Georgia
Tech says a lot about you.
It says you're smart.
It says your responsible.
And most of all-it says you
demand the very best.
You 11 be happy to know that the
Georgia Tech Alumni Association
researched many auto insurance
programs before deciding on one
that best suited Tech Alumni and
Friends.
What makes this auto insurance
program different? Take a look.

• Savings of up to $200 or more
per year
• Discounts for safe vehicles,
airbags, anti-lock braking
systems, and many others
• 24-hour claims reporting hot line
• Flexible payment options-one
lump sum, two equal payments,
or monthly-whichever is most
convenient for you
• Underwritten by member companies of American International
Group (AIG), which are rated A++
(Superior) by A.M. Best.

Call AIG a t 1-800-297-4431 ext. 2581
to request your Rate Quote Today.
(You might be surprised to learn just how much you can save.)

MBHK
M

f V I Underwritten by member companies of
1 American International Group, Inc.
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Taking Risks
Developer Richard Kessler chosen
Florida's Entrepreneur of the Year
By Neil McGahee

R

ichard C. Kessler has a feel for
risks. During his 30-year
career, those risks have rewarded Kessler with successes that
have made him one of Florida's most
celebrated hotel developers. Founder
and chairman of The Kessler Enterprise, he has launched a series of signature hotels with distinctive themes.
Kessler, IE 68, MS IE 70, was recently named Florida's Master Entrepreneur of the Year by Ernst and
Young. "It has taken many years of
successes and near failures to come
to such recognition," Kessler says. "I
have enjoyed many mentors along
the way who have shared their experiences with me."
One of those mentors was Cecil G.
Johnson, a retired industrial engineering professor whom Kessler says
taught him how to think creatively
and not be afraid to take risks.
"Georgia Tech teaches you how to
take risks," Kessler says. "Professors
like Dr. Johnson teach you the formula for success. Of course, you
have to have a feel for it. It's a gift
and these mentors know how to
bring that talent to the front."
Georgia Tech "turned loose a
country kid from Rincon, Ga., who
was woefully unprepared, and let me
learn from my mistakes," Kessler
says. "I was in way over my head for
the first two years. I would try and
fail, but each time someone like Dr.
Johnson was there to help me learn
from my failure. Each success built
more confidence."
Kessler defines risk-taking as the
ability to make decisions based on
limited information.
"It's an intuitive process," he explains. "Good risk takers and those

Florida developer Richard Kessler admits his willingness to take risks took root at
Georgia Tech, where he learned "the formula for success" he applies today.

with good intuition go hand in hand.
You learn to have confidence in your
own intuition versus the impossible."
Kessler has used his own sense of
intuition well. In 1970, he met the
late Cecil Day, IM 58, an Atlanta real
estate developer.
"He said he would teach me all
about real-estate development,"
Kessler says. "He showed me a script
he had written. It was his concept of
a chain of hotels to be called 'Days
Inns of America.'"

Kessler went on to become president and CEO of Days Inns. He initiated a redirection of product quality,
management and franchise relations
that resulted in Days Inns being recognized by the Federal Reserve as
one of the best-managed companies
in the South.
In 1985, Kessler founded his own
company, The Kessler Enterprise,
comprising several subsidiaries involved in the development of industrial parks, residential areas and re-
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gional banking. He also began developing theme-oriented upscale hotels,
operated as Grand Theme Hotels Inc.
Some of his hotels include the Sheraton Studio City Hotel in Orlando, Fla.,
which features a 1950s Hollywood
theme; the historic Casa Monica
Hotel, the oldest hotel in the oldest
city in America, St. Augustine, Fla.;
and the Westin Grand Bohemian
Hotel in Orlando, featuring art, sculpture and music in an Italian Renaissance setting.
Kessler has also taken a leadership
position in community affairs. In 1975,
he founded the New Ebenezer Christian Family Retreat and Conference
Center near Savannah, Ga. This past
August, the Truetlin House, a home
for abused and neglected children and
families, opened in New Ebenezer.
Kessler gave the Georgia Tech campus a new landmark for the 1996
Atlanta Olympic Games. Tech was
Home of the Olympic Village, and
Kessler donated a campanile, an 80foot stainless steel obelisk, that served
as the centerpiece of village activities.
In 1996, the College of Engineering
honored Kessler as a "Distinguished
Engineer." A former trustee of the
Georgia Tech Alumni Association,
Kessler is a director of the AlexanderTharpe Foundation Board at Tech and
the Technology Executives Round
Table. He also serves on the board of
directors for the Boys and Girls Clubs
of Metro Atlanta.
In addition, Kessler founded the
Kessler Reformation Collection at
Emory University, a 1,500-piece collection of 16th-century works of the Protestant Reformation Movement.
A studious planner, he was caught
in a rare off-guard moment on the
night he received the Ernst and Young
award. "I was sitting at the banquet
table with about 800 other people," he
says. "It suddenly dawned on me that
it was down to three people to win
this award and I hadn't prepared anything to say. That was pretty risky."
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Building Blocks
Roger Babb receives 'Spirit of Georgia' Award for recycling process
By Neil McGahee

R

oger Babb didn't make the
mythical phoenix arise from
the ashes, but he has given the
ashes a new life.
Babb, EE 68, brought a process
from Europe to the United States that
recycles fly ash into building blocks.
He founded Babb International and
invested almost $12 million establishing a plant and company headquarters in Ringgold, Ga.
For constructing the process that
turns fly ash into building blocks,
Babb was given the "Spirit of Georgia" award by Secretary of State
Cathy Cox. The Georgia Economic
Developers Association annually honors a Georgia business person who
has "demonstrated superior courage
and ability" in turning ideas into successful enterprises.
"When coal is burned, electrostatic
precipitators in the smokestacks capture the fine ash given off," Babb says.
"In the past, this by-product has been
buried in landfills, but now we use it.
Autoclaved aerated concrete, or AAC,
is a structural-masonry building block
made up of 70 percent fly ash. It looks
like a solid concrete block, but it's actually hollow."
The block is a honeycomb of tiny
bubbles that looks like Styrofoam.
With an R insulation value of 1.26 per
inch, this structure allows values of
R20 to R30 as opposed to an R8 value
of traditional concrete block. In addition, AAC exceeds the properties of
traditional building materials in fire
resistance and sound absorption. AAC
is also environmentally friendly,
which encourages reclamation of
some of the 43 million tons of fly ash
disposed of annually.
After graduating from Tech, Babb
worked as an electrical engineer with

the Tennessee Valley Authority, but
left in 1983 to help run the family
business, Babb Lumber Co., with his
brother, Steve, CE 70, and other family
members. He continued working as a
consultant with the TVA and other
power companies, and through that
association, he learned of fly ash technology in Europe and decided to
bring it to Georgia.
He and his wife, Sandra, have
three grown children. Their youngest,
Jeannie, has joined the business, while
Jonathan, EE 91, now teaches computer architecture at Princeton, and
Jiliana, who also attended Tech,
graduated from Amherst.
While importing the technology to
create blocks from ash, Babb has also
been busy with another project:
www.StartMyHome.com, which he
hopes will be a boon to the building
industry.
"On this Web site, contractors and
home buyers have free access to a
number of Web applications where
they can estimate cost and track their
construction project," Babb says.
"They can identify products and
vendors located in their area, view
thousands of house plans, participate
in forums and calculate everything
from mortgage payments to the
amount of lumber needed to complete
a project."
Babb hopes to expand both projects
during the coming years. He recently
cemented a joint venture with H & H
Holdings, a Danish company that produces AAC for European markets.
They plan to build 10 more plants
throughout the Southeast and Midwest. The first will be built at the Bull
Run Fossil Plant, a TVA power station
near Clinton, Tenn. This plant will
have the capacity to recycle more than
130,000 tons of the 150,000 tons of fly
ash produced annually.
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Of all the Donors to Roll Call Last Year,
More than 3,000 Forgot One Little Thing
Corporate matching gifts account
for more than $1 million at Georgia
Tech each year. Interestingly, though,
more than 3,000 donors to the
53rd Roll Call forgot to send in their ,
company's matching gift form

By contributing to Roll Call, these alumni took the first and most important step in givin
But the EASY STEP they forgot.

That's the matching gift form.
It's money on the table ...
It's there for the taking ...
It's icing on the cake ...
It's all of these things ...

if you don't send it in.

If you work for a company that matches contributions, please fill out the form
and send it to us. We'll do the rest. If you're not sure if your company matches
gifts, ask your Human Resources department or take a look at our own
corporate listings at gtalumni.org and follow the links under "Support Tech."

The Matching Gift Form
It's the easy next step — please don't forget it. It means a lot to Georgia Tech.
If you have any questions or if you would like more information, contact
Culver Stapleton at 800-GT-ALUMS or culver.stapleton@alumni.gatech.edu.
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At Tripp Rackley's innovative Internet banking site, "You can do anything on a computer except stand in line."

Internet Banker
Tripp Rackley is named Entrepreneur of the Year by national financial firm
By Neil McGahee

T

ripp Rackley vividly remembers his first introduction to
the Internet. "I was a freshman at Georgia Tech in 1988/' says
Rackley, IE 92. "We were hanging
around the Sigma Chi house after a
basketball game. A fellow stopped
by and offered us a keg of beer if we
would watch a demo of some new
technology. You know college kids;
they'll do almost anything for a keg
of beer so we said, 'Sure.'
"He showed us 'Prodigy,' which
was an early online community
leading to the creation of the
Internet."
That online service provider's
demonstration put Rackley on a
career path that led to his being
named regional "Entrepreneur of

the Year" for 2000 by Ernst and
Young. The annual award is given
by the auditing and corporate-finance firm to companies "that demonstrate innovation, financial performance and personal commitment to
their business and community."
After viewing the demo, Rackley
was inspired by the potential the
Internet afforded, recognizing that it
was on the verge of becoming a potent tool for electronic commerce.
"My goal all along was to be involved in this type of technology,"
he says. "T just wasn't interested in
the traditional industrial engineering
projects, so my team went to our senior design project adviser, Dr.
Donna Llewellyn, and asked if we
could do a design project at a software company."
Llewellyn agreed and Rackley's

team began working for Stockholder
Systems, Inc., owned by Larry Dean,
IE 64.
After graduation in 1992, Rackley
worked in several financial technology companies before founding
nFront in 1996. The company provided full Internet banking transaction capabilities plus Web site design,
maintenance and hosting, customer
service training and marketing
services.
"We could go in and create and
enable electronic commerce for the
customer," Rackley says. "You can
use our technology for online banking services. You can check balances,
pay bills really — you can do anything on a computer except wait in a
line."
The company allowed small to
mid-sized financial institutions to
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offer secure and reliable ways to deliver Internet banking without making substantial investments in software, equipment or personnel in
order to cut start-up costs and minimize risks.
By using the company's two data
centers, clients could access nFront's
two products, "nHome," which enabled consumers to handle all of
their banking transactions, and
"nBusiness," which gives the bank's
corporate customers customized
control of their banking business
including accessing account information, anticipating account deficits,
paying employees and monitoring
cash position.
Starting from scratch, nFront
expanded its customer base to more
than 300 financial institutions, and
the number of employees grew to
more than 200.
Rackley maintained momentum

"Even with the strategic
benefits, deciding on the
merger was tough. When
you have built a company
from scratch, it becomes
a crucial part of your life."
in 1999. He took nFront public in
June, in September, he became a
father for the first time with his
wife Blair (Doherty, Biol 90) and in
November, his company merged
with Digital Insight.
When the two companies
merged, he was named vice chairman of Digital Insight. Now he
focuses on the strategic vision for the
venture.
Rackley had been planning strategy for a merger with Digital Insight
as far back as 1997. Digital Insight's
clients mainly consisted of credit
unions, while nFront attracted
banks. Due to the fairly high level of

Professional Development
Training with Georgia Tech

ANYTIME!

Continue Your
Education and
Prepare YourselfA
for a World
/
of Change
I

Conferences
Short Courses
On-Site Programs
Certificate Programs
Contact Georgia Tech Continuing Education at (404) 385-3502
or visit our web site at www.conted.gatech.edu
A partnership between your Alumni Association and Georgia Tech's Continuing Education
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competition between credit unions
and banks, it is often difficult to
cross over between the two, and the
merger allowed the cross-over without the conflict.
"Even with the strategic benefits,
deciding on the merger was tough,"
Rackley recalls. "When you have
built a company from scratch, it becomes a crucial part of your life."
Rackley is a recognized authority
in bank technology, software development and marketing on the Internet, and is in demand at assemblies
and seminars. He was the inaugural
speaker in September for Tech's new
Impact Speaker Series sponsored by
the DuPree College of Management
and the College of Engineering.
"Nothing drives me more," he
says, "than the idea of being able to
look back one day and say, 'We
really did change the way people
interact.'" GT

Georgia
"lech

Earn Your
I Master's Degree
In Engineering
at Home or
at Work
Center for
Distance Learning
cdl@conted.swann.gatech.edu
( 4 0 4 ) 894-8572

Atlanta. For reservations, call your travel professional or
404-659-0400 or 800-241-3333 and ask about the Yellow
Jacket Weekend. For just $139 a night, you can stay at a
legend when you cheer one on.

A special rate for Tech fans only. Weekends throughout
football and basketball seasons. Afterward, relax with a
drink. Or enjoy dining in The Restaurant or The Cafe. Then
settle back in a luxurious room at the heart of downtown

THE RTTZ-CARLTON*
ATLANTA
(DOWNTOWN)

This Georgia Tech professor turns medical
innovations into healthy businesses
Name:
Terry C. Blum
Dean, DuPree College of Management and
Tedd Munchak Chair in Entrepreneurship
Georgia Institute of Technology
Ph.D., Columbia University
Area of research:
In addition to her duties as dean,
Dr. Blum studies the management and
financing of health care organizations,
focusing on innovation, entrepreneurship,
and technology transfer.
Other pursuits:
Dr. Blum keeps pace with a husband and
two young children, and she is an equestrian
and has three Peruvian Paso horses.
The Tedd Munchak Chair is one of
50 endowed chairs sought through
The Campaign for Georgia Tech.

Threshold of a New Era

The Campaign for
Georgia
Tfechrrnco

Gary Meek

By John Toon

L

iquid jets a few nanometers in
diameter could one day be
used for producing eversmaller electronic circuitry, injecting
genes into cells, etching tiny features
and even serving as fuel injectors for
microscopic engines.
But on these smallest of size scales,
physical processes are often different
than at larger scales, forcing engineers to reconsider both their expectations of how such nanoscale devices
would perform — and the established
physical equations governing them.
Writing in the Aug. 18 issue of the
journal Science, Georgia Tech researchers suggest that jets as small as
six nanometers in diameter may be
possible to produce, though these
tiny devices would require special
conditions to operate and be particularly sensitive to effects not of concern at more familiar size scales.
"We are now being driven by fun-

damental, technological and economical considerations to explore and
evaluate systems that are smaller and
smaller," explains Dr. Uzi Landman,
director of Tech's Center for Computational Materials Science.
"We need to understand these systems, because basic physics issues are
especially important to them. There is
no point in trying to make devices of
this size scale without knowing what
their physical behaviors and fundamental limitations are going to be."
To study jets just a few nanometers
in diameter, Landman and collaborator Michael Moseler used molecular
dynamics simulations to observe how
some 200,000 propane (C3H8) molecules would behave when compressed within a tiny reservoir and
then injected out of a narrow nozzle
made of gold. Operating on an IBM
SP-2 parallel processing computer,
the simulations recorded the dynamics of the fluid molecules on the
femtosecond time scale over periods

of several nanoseconds.
The researchers first faced problems producing extended jets from
the propane reservoir, to which they
had applied 500 MegaPascals (5,000
Atmospheres) of pressure. Their
simulations suggest that the jet would
quickly clog as a film several molecules thick formed on the outer surface of the nozzle.
"A key to forming these jets is
fighting certain phenomena that occur upon exit of the jets from the
nozzle," Landman notes. "Films condensing on the nozzle exterior surfaces thicken and eventually block
further outflow. Such films are not of
great concern on the macroscopic
scale, but become key to the ability to
form nanoscale jets."
To counter formation of the films,
the researchers heated the outer surface of the nozzle to evaporate the
film. In real-world applications, it
may be possible alternatively to apply a coating that would prevent the
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propane molecules from adhering to
the outer surface.
Once able to maintain the flow of
propane, the researchers studied the
properties of their simulated nanojets.
Among the findings:
• Jets exiting from the nozzle into
a simulated vacuum achieved a relatively high velocity of up to 400
meters per second.
• Friction of the pressurized fluid
moving through the nozzle heats the
propane, turning it to "a very hot
fluid." Upon exit from the nozzle,
rapid evaporation of molecules from
the surface cools the jets, reducing
their diameter by about 25 percent.
• After exit from the nozzle, instabilities caused by thermal fluctuations affect the jets' shape. Each jet
forms a series of "necks" like "links of
sausage connected to one another."
Ultimately, one of the necks "pinches
off" and a droplet of propane separates itself from the jet.
• The jets remain intact, propagating as a whole over shorter distances than would macroscopic jets
under similar conditions. The observations matched the researchers' pre-

dictions based on modifications of
the hydrodynamic equations to include the effect of stress fluctuations.
• As they break up, the jets form
droplets of remarkably uniform size.
Notes Landman: "In applications
such as fuel injectors, this is an important aspect because of the issue
of efficient burning of the droplets."
In a second phase of their work,
the researchers attempted to reconcile the predictions of traditional
fluid dynamics equations — that is,
Navier-Stokes — to their observations. They found that these equations did not account for the effect of
thermally induced fluctuations that
significantly affect the stability of
nanojets.
"At the small length scale that we
are dealing with here, fluctuations
become amplified," Landman says.
"There are always fluctuations or
noise in all natural phenomena. But
as the scale of the physical system
decreases, then the amplitude of the
relative effect of such fluctuations
becomes stronger and stronger."
Reformulating the hydrodynamic
equations allowed Landman and

Moseler to properly describe what
they had observed in their atomistic
simulations. Their modified equations
can now be used by other researchers
to predict the behavior of nanojets of
other materials under other conditions.
"With this fluctuating description,
hydrodynamics becomes valid even on
the molecular scale," Landman says.
In certain real-world applications,
the jets would be formed under conditions where they may collide with
molecules in the ambient environment.
Such collisions may somewhat reduce
the length of the jets, and cause additional perturbations.
As a next step, the researchers
would like to use nanojets to apply
patterns that could replace current
processes in the manufacture of nanoscale miniaturized circuits. They could
potentially also be used as "gene
guns" to insert genetic materials into
cells without causing damage.
"They could be very economical,
perhaps allowing one to achieve
things that are not available technologically any other way," Landman
says.

Finding the Right Rx
Researchers tailor magnetic nanoparticles for medical treatment, diagnosis
By John Toon

anoparticles that possess
magnetic properties offer exciting opportunities for delivering drugs to targeted areas in the
body, replacing radioactive tracer materials, improving the quality of
noninvasive medical imaging, and
producing ever-smaller data storage
devices. But before these magnetic
nanoparticles gain widespread use,
scientists must learn to consistently
control their key properties.
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Using only variations in chemistry
and process conditions, Georgia Tech
researchers have learned to precisely
control the size and magnetic properties of one class of magnetic nanoparticles. Their goal is a "recipe book"
other researchers could use to produce nanoparticles with the exact
properties for different applications.
"If you are going to produce these
nanoparticles for large-scale use, you
cannot guess at the conditions or rely
on intuition," says Dr. John Zhang,
assistant professor of chemistry and

biochemistry. "We are understanding
the fundamental ways to control the
properties of these particles, chemically manipulating the magnetic interactions at the atomic level. We
want to control these properties
through chemical means."
Zhang's team includes Adam J.
Rondinone, Anna C.S. Samia, Chao
Liu, and Richard Anderson.
Because each potential application
for the magnetic nanoparticles requires different properties, the work
is essential to their future use as carri-

Gary Meek

Researcher Adam Rondinone looks on as biochemistry professor John Zhang (left)
displays a sample of magnetic nanoparticles for analysis by X-ray diffraction.

ers of drugs, tracers and MRI contrast
enhancement agents. Also, it will provide insights to key technical issues
in high-density information storage.
For instance, each particle possesses certain magnetic orientations,
just as the north or south pole in a
tiny magnet. Magnetic digital data
bits in a computer hard disk have
magnetic states similar to the nanoparticles. When the bits get smaller as
the storage density increases, the
magnetic state could become unstable. To avoid data loss caused by
magnetic state change from simple
temperature fluctuations, computer
makers need to install a high enough
magnetic energy barrier to stabilize
the magnetic states.
But for magnetic nanoparticles
used in the body, physicians need

particles with a low energy barrier to
allow magnetic state to change constantly. Since magnetic opposites
attract one another, the magnetic
particles could potentially clump
together, clogging blood flow. Rapidly changing the magnetic direction,
therefore, would be essential to
prevent the particles from
aggregating.
"We know that the energy barriers in these magnetic nanoparticles
are due to atomic-level magnetic interactions," Zhang says. "We want to
make the connection between these
atomic-level interactions and the
macroscopic behavior that we want."
The energy barrier between magnetic states — which he likens to a
hill that requires a certain amount of
energy to climb — is proportional to

the size of the particle as well as magnetic interactions. Zhang and his
team have learned to control this energy barrier through chemical means.
Another critical property is the
size. Magnetic nanoparticles for invivo biomedical use must be small
enough to avoid detection by the immune system, yet large enough to
remain in the body long enough to be
circulated through the bloodstream.
And since magnetic properties vary
by size, the particles must all be approximately the same diameter to
ensure consistent properties.
Zhang and his team have developed a statistical model to predict
and control the size of nanoparticles
from synthesis process variables.
They produce nanoparticles with size
variations of less than 15 percent, but
hope to reduce that farther.
The team is also learning the surface characteristics of the particles
that would help the nanoparticles get
past the body's defense system. And
by creating particular surface that
would bind with certain types of
cells, the nanoparticles could be used
as magnetic tracers to detect cancers.
Finally, the particles must be
chemically stable enough so that they
are not quickly broken down inside
the body.
Zhang and his team have used
magnetic CoFe204 spinel ferrite
nanoparticles, synthesized by a
microemulsion method. There are
many other chemical systems that can
be used to produce magnetic nanoparticles, so a future goal is to extend
the understanding to other systems.
That would provide additional flexibility and allow the cost of reagents
to be factored into the equation.
Potential uses for the magnetic
nanoparticles are the delivery of
drugs to specific areas of the body,
improving the quality of magnetic
resonance imaging and replacement
of radioactive materials used as
tracers. GT
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an
TIME FOR A CHANGE?
Utilize GTALUMNI JOBNET. the web-based job
posting service & confidential resume database...

Jjgjf exclusivelyfor Georgia Tech alumni.
• Search jobs by company
• Post a confidential online
name, area of interest,
resume where it can be viewed
I oca tion, and/or keywords,
by prospective employers.
To register, visit gtalumni.org/career and click on "Find a Job" under the Alumni
rig. Seleft "First Time User/Alumni Registration" to choose a username and
. For more information, call 404/894-7283 or email career@gtalumni.org
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Attention New Parents...
And grandparents, aunts, uncles,
sisters, brothers and friends!
The Georgia Tech Alumni Association
invites you t o enroll your child into the

DADy buzz club
~i

I Ordered by:
Name
Relation to Child
Gift Card Should Read
Child's Name

Enroll by returning the form at left with your
check for $34.95 +7% tax ($2.45) in Georgia and
$5.00 for shipping and handling made payable to:
Georgia Tech Alumni Association
Alumni Faculty House
Atlanta, GA 30332-0175

Date of Birth
Shipping Address

Daytime phone (

L

).

• Credit card orders call 1-800-GTALUMS
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ENROLL TODAY AND RECEIVE
FOR YOUR NEWBORN:
Canvas Bag * Buzz Hooded Towel • GT Cap •
Ramblin' Wreck Bib • Sipper Cup • And Much More

J

Please allow three weeks for delivery.

Tico
Ballagas
Student, Electrical &
Computer Engineering

"At Tech, I am continually
amazed at how my fellow
classmates challenge me to
reassess what I consider success. Everyone I encounter
pushes me to reach higher
and work harder," says Tico, a
fifth year ECE major. "As a
result, I have achieved more
because of the quality of
students at Georgia Tech."

THE 54TH ROLL CALL

is well under way
and alumni support is
key, not just in the
amount of the contributions, but also in
the number of alumni
who participate.

Make your gift
to Roll Call today
by calling
800-GTALUMS
or by going to
www.gtalumni.org
and following the
links under
Support Tech.

Georgia Tech has a remarkable way of
bringing gifted students together and giving
them the resources to do their best work.
Unrestricted funds from Roll Call, Tech's
annual fund, help to shape the Tech
experience for every student, every day.

ROLLCALL
Your Gift Enhances the Value
of Every Tech Degree
GEORGIA TECH ALUMNI ASSOCIATION • 54th ANNUAL ROLL CALL

RoboProfessor
Thud Starner wears a computer to enhance life, work
By Maria M. Lameiras

S

ettling into a conference-room
chair, Thad Starner perches a
pair of clear plastic safety
glasses on the end of his nose over his
regular specs.
Attached to the left lens of the
glasses is a black, rectangular microoptical display. A wire runs from it
along the ear piece and down to a
black shoulder bag about the size of a
telephone book, which Starner perpetually carries slung over his left
shoulder. Another wire sprouts from
the bag and runs to a white, oblong
plastic device studded with gray buttons that fits in Starner's palm.
As he speaks, Starner rapidly
clicks the buttons with the fingers of
his left hand, making notes about the
interview while checking the rest of
his day's schedule, his voice underpinned by the unobtrusive hum of
the hard drive nestled in the bag.
For seven years, Starner — an assistant professor in the future com-

puting environments unit of Georgia
Tech's College of Computing — has
been what he and his colleagues jokingly call a "cyborg," constantly accompanied by the wearable computer. Once just a dream, the wearable computer is now an indispensable component of his life. He relies
on it for everything from organizing
his days to giving lectures to being
prepared for the unexpected.
"The last thing I do at night is see
what I have for the next day and the
first thing I do in the morning is see if
I can get out of it," Starner says with
a grin.
Although he is equipped with
wireless Ethernet and network connections, Starner draws much of his
touch-of-a-button information from
references he's stored on his hard
drive. The 20 megabytes of RAM on
his 1.2 megahertz machine contain
collections of papers he's written, as
well as textbooks (he cuts the spines
off of the books and runs them
through a scanner), papers written by

The Starner Profile
Born: Nov. 3, 1969, in York, Pa.
Education: B.S. in Computer Science and B.S. in Brain and Cognitive
Sciences, 1991, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; M.S. in 1995
and Ph.D. in 1999 from the MIT Media Laboratory.
Personal: Wife, Tavenner, a geologist with the Harvard Mineralogical
Museum, and cat, Cassidy.
Achievements: U.S. Air Force Graduate Fellow, one of 25 chosen from
2,031 applicants ... author of more than 30 peer-reviewed scientific
publications and book chapters in computer vision, mobile computing,
augmented environments, and pattern recognition ... one of the
founders of the field of wearable computing ... founding member of the
MIT Wearable Computing Project, the IEEE Wearable Information Systems Task Force, and the IEEE Wearable Information Systems Technical Committee. Co-founded the IEEE International Symposium on
Wearable Computers (ISWC).
Leisure interests: Mineral collecting and, as a new homeowner, "getting my house together."
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others that pertain to his research and
class notes he's accumulated during
his graduate and post-graduate studies over the past seven years.
"If someone asks about something
I've done, I can look it up quickly. It
makes you look much more intelligent than you are and it keeps you
ahead of your students," Starner says.
"It moves you from being a mediocre
intellectual to being a really great intellectual."
Recently, while in a meeting with
his collegues, a question arose about
electronic noses. No one had any idea
what the current status of the research was, so Starner quickly typed
a query into his machine and pulled
up the text of a talk a specialist recently gave on the subject.
"In 30 seconds, I went from knowing nothing about electronic noses to
being the expert in the room," Starner
says. "It was then they realized the
power of the interface. People don't
realize how powerful it is until they
get hit over the head with it."
On Oct. 16 and 17, Starner will
serve as facilitator at the International
Symposium on Wearable Computing
at the Sheraton Colony in downtown
Atlanta, a conference started in 1997
in Cambridge while Starner was pursuing his doctorate at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
"In 1995, when I got the official
blessing to do wearable computing as
a research project, I knew there was
no reputable place to publish the research," he says. Starner enlisted the
help of the most influential professors
and researchers he knew to help create that forum and the first conference was born. Starner is now a member of the Wearable Information Systems technical committee for the Institute for Electronic and Electrical
Engineering (IEEE).

Gary Meek

Professor Thad Starner's research into wearable computing devices offers dozens of ways to improve one's quality of life.

Starner estimates he is one of only
about 100 people in the world who
are constant users of wearable computers. "It is the obvious evolution of
computing, it is just a matter of
when," Starner says.
While wearable computing is literally Starner's most visible research,
he has been active in many projects.
One is the Aware Home, a three-story,
5,040-square-foot house that is a residential laboratory. While researchers
work out of the laboratory side of the
house, the other section will host residents, initially students and, eventually, an elderly person or family.
The house is programmed to identify its occupants and distinguish
them from strangers, locate lost items
such as misplaced car keys and detect
potential crises and automatically call
for emergency help.
One of the components Starner has
contributed to the home is a gesture
pendant, a device worn around the

neck equipped with a small camera
and a ring of LEDs that recognizes
hand gestures and controls such
things as volume on a television, temperature, or lighting for an individual
who may not have normal mobility.
"This device, depending on how
you program it, can recognize relatively gross hand gestures and, in the
case of a Parkinson's patient, recognize and compensate for the amount
of tremor in a patient's hand, as well
as perform basic medical diagnosis if
the amount of tremor changes,"
Starner says.
A similar device Starner has developed is a conference badge programmed to interface with the badges
of other participants through infrared
communication. It records who you
talked to and for how long, and
afterward the badge — manufactured
by Starner's company, Los Angelesbased Charm Technology
(charmed, com) — provides contact

information, Starner says.
Similar technologies could be developed which, combined with wearable computing, could address needs
such as recognizing faces for the visually- or memory-impaired, or translating spoken language into text for
the hearing-impaired.
Starner believes such technologies
also have appeal to a wider spectrum
of users.
"I want all of these toys for myself," he says with a laugh. "I don't
want a computer, I want an intelligent agent that knows who I am talking to and can tell me what our last
conversation was about. If a person
comes to visit, I want it to tell me who
it is, that they're a vegetarian and
where's the best vegetarian restaurant
we can get to and back before I have
to teach class. And when I'm teaching
class I want it to remind me of the
things I wanted to teach and talk
about." GT
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Unlucky
Strike
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EXPERTS HAVE ALWAYS SAID AN
automobile is one of the safest
places to be during an electrical
storm, but when lightning struck a
parked car at the Black Coaches
Association Bowl in Blacksburg,
Va., on Aug. 27, the vehicle exploded. What happened?
"Nothing is perfectly safe," says
Jim St. John, a research scientist
with Georgia Tech's School of Earth
and Atmospheric Sciences, but
being in a car during an electrical
storm is still one of the safest
places to be.
Because a car is made of metal,
it can attract lightning — and a secondary charge could ignite fuel
fumes in a nearly empty fuel tank.
That is possibly what happened at
the BCA Bowl, St. John says. But
the shell of the car still serves as

protection for its occupants.
"The metal body of the car works
like a Farraday cage," St. John explains, referring to Michael
Farraday, the 19th-century experimental scientist who invented the
generator.
Farraday created a metal cage
that he would stand in to prove that
an electrical charge running through
the cage would not harm him. "The
current runs around the body of the
car and the tires afford some protection as well. What you don't want
to be is something that is going to
be part of the current path."
Or drive around in an electrical
storm with a nearly empty fuel tank.
In this case, officials decided to
call off the preseason game that
pitted Georgia Tech against Virginia
Tech. GT

Tech
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Thomas A. Edwards, EE 1928, of Lake Worth, Florida
• Came to Georgia Tech from Florence, Alabama
• Spent career with General Electric Company in
Schenectady and Syracuse, New York and Pittsfield,
Massachusetts; retired as Manager of Utilities in 1968
Licensed engineer in eight states
Served many years as chairman and moderator of the
Board of Selectmen in Richmond, Massachusetts
Enjoys cruises with his wife, Evelyn
Philanthropic Interests at Georgia Tech:
• School of Electrical and Computer Engineering and
unrestricted gifts to the Georgia Tech Foundation, Inc.
Gifts:
• Charitable gift annuities and contributions to Georgia Tech
Foundation, Inc. Pooled Income Fund
Notable Quote:
"During my 39 years at General Electric, I accumulated GE
stock with a low cost basis. Through my charitable gift annuities, Tech pays me a 12 percent annuity, part of which is
tax-free, and I also receive a charitable deduction with each
gift annuity I establish. My contributions will one day create
a permanent endowment within the School of Electrical and
Computer Engineering. I can think of no better way to help
Tech's students."

Tom Edwards, EE 1928, is one of Founders'
Council's 641 members who have made bequests or
life income gifts for the support of Georgia Tech.
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Eroica Trio

October 4, 2000

Robert Mirabal & Company . . . October 5, 2000
Keiko Matsui

October 7, 2000

Yo Yo Ma

October 17, 2000

Patti Austin

November 11, 2000

Midori

December 7, 2000

A Smooth Jazz Christmas featuring
Dave Koz, Brenda Russell,
Rick Braun & Peter White . . . December 9, 2000
Betty Buckley

January 6, 2001

Jonathan Butler

January 13, 2001

Christopher Parkening
London City Opera's
"Carmen"

January 19, 2001

George Winston

January 21, 2001

Jellyeye Drum Theatre

January 23, 2001

Norman Brown
Teatro Lirico D'Europa's
"Aida"

January 20, 2001

February 10, 2001
February 27-28, 2001

Pilobolus

The Robert Ferst Center for the Arts at Georgia Tech
is presents our 2000-2001 Season. We've lined up a

March 3, 2001

Rick Braun

March 16, 2001

Andre Watts

March 17, 2001

MOMIX "Orbit"

March 21, 2001

delightful mix of world-class performers, from classi-

Russia's Helikon Opera's
"La Traviata"

cal superstars like Yo Yo Ma to spectacular dance,

Itzhak Perlman

classic opera, smooth jazz and more...all performers

Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company

who are in a class of their own. You'll enjoy these

March 24-25, 2001
March 28, 2001

"You Walk?"

great performances in the intimate atmosphere of the

March 30, 2001

Donald Byrd's "In a Different Light:
Duke Ellington"
April 28, 2001

Ferst Center, now with a newly enchanced sound sys-

Call now for tickets

tem and remodeled interiors. Every seat in our the-

404 8 9 4 - 9 6 0 0

atre is a "good" seat. Come and enjoy the experience

Free parking

of an evening in our theatre.
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